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Abstract

Corruption in the Court of Public Opinion: How Voters Perceive and Respond to
Candidate Corruption

by

Miguel Francisco Pacheco de Figueiredo

Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor David Collier, Chair

When do voters consider candidates for elected office to be corrupt? If corruption is
strongly disfavored by voters, why do corrupt candidates remain popular and keep get-
ting reelected? These questions are of great importance for a number of reasons. First,
understanding how voters perceive candidate corruption can be predictive in determin-
ing electoral outcomes. When evaluating candidates accused of impropriety, success in
the voting booth for these candidates can be an indicator of prevailing social norms to-
ward corruption. Second, having an empirical foundation for how the public perceives
corruption can also serve as an important basis for designing interventions to change
such norms, including campaign finance reform and anti-corruption laws. Third, under-
standing regional differences in voter perceptions of candidates can lead toward building
theories explaining variation in toleration of candidate corruption. Finally, uncovering
divergence in how courts, laws, and the public define corruption has implications for the
legitimacy of democratic institutions and electoral accountability.

The first chapter analyzes how voters conceptualize the corruption of political candidates,
and offers explanatory and predictive frameworks that include the most important vari-
ables that factor into the voter’s decision and predict individual voting behavior when
a candidate accused of corruption is up for election. The second chapter, co-authored
with F. Daniel Hidalgo and Yuri Kasahara, tests the causal effect of informing voters of
corruption on voting behavior with a field and survey experiment in a mayoral election.
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The experiments show voters’ varied responses to corruption information and argues for
a novel mechanism that explains the results. The final chapter examines a number of
mechanisms that explain why voters support or punish corrupt politicians, raising new
research questions for scholars to consider in future research.
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Chapter 1

Electoral Accountability and Public
Opinion

1.1 Introduction
Politics and corruption are seemingly inseparable. In Romania, more than one quarter of
the country’s 41 mayors elected in the June 2016 election were either under investigation
or placed under preventative arrest for corruption (Bucureasa, 2016). In 2014, accord-
ing to the Association for Democratic Reforms and National Election Watch, two anti-
corruption organizations, nearly one third of the members of the Indian Parliament had
criminal cases pending against them (Varghese, 2014). Similarly, as of May 2016 in Brazil,
59 percent of Senators at the federal level either had convictions or had been the subject
of a criminal investigation in the past, and roughly the same proportion were in the same
situation in Brazil’s lower house (S. Smith, 2016). This phenomenon is not limited to de-
veloping countries; from 2009 until 2015, 16 New York state legislators had criminal con-
victions that included federal corruption, bribery, embezzlement, extortion, tax evasion,
and perjury (Craig, Rashbaum, and Kaplan, 2016). In all of these cases, polls showed high
voter dissatisfaction with corruption, yet significant numbers of politicians with corrup-
tion allegations and convictions running against “clean” candidates succeeded in being
reelected.1

When do voters consider candidates for elected office to be corrupt? If corruption is
strongly disfavored by voters, why do corrupt candidates remain popular and keep get-
ting reelected? These questions are of great importance for a number of reasons. First,

1Bucureasa (2016) states in a poll taken two months before the election, “more than 82 per cent of
Romanian voters wouldn’t cast their ballots for a person who is under investigation or on trial on corruption
charges.” Varghese (2014) states that a report by the Association for Democratic Reforms showed that in
India “the chances of winning was higher for candidates with criminal cases, compared to the candidates
with a clean record.”
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understanding how voters perceive candidate corruption can be predictive in determin-
ing electoral outcomes. When evaluating candidates accused of impropriety, success in
the voting booth for these candidates can be an indicator of prevailing social norms to-
ward corruption. Second, having an empirical foundation for how the public perceives
corruption can also serve as an important basis for designing interventions to change
such norms, including campaign finance reform and anti-corruption laws. Third, under-
standing regional differences in voter perceptions of candidates can lead toward building
theories explaining variation in toleration of candidate corruption. Finally, uncovering
divergence in how courts, laws, and the public define corruption could have implications
for the legitimacy of democratic institutions and electoral accountability.

One critical function of democracy is the power it gives to the citizenry to punish or
reward politicians for their performance through elections. This form of vertical account-
ability provides an important check on those in power, and is one important feature that a
number of scholars have stated is necessary for democracies to be self-enforcing and self-
sustaining (Przeworski, S. C. Stokes, and Manin, 1999; Przeworski, 2003). Specifically,
elections provide the authority to govern, while also determining “winners” and “losers”
signaling to candidates what policies and behaviors should and should not be followed
(Przeworski, 2003, p. 312).

Yet, often, we see that corrupt politicians get reelected, potentially undermining the promise
of democratic accountability and the rule of law. Consider the following examples.

• Alcee Hastings, former U.S. District Judge for the Southern District of Florida
and current U.S. Representative for Florida: Hastings has served in the U.S. House
of Representatives since 1992 – winning reelection 12 times – even though he is
only one of six federal judges (with a lifetime appointment) impeached by Congress
(the Senate impeached him for his role in a bribery scandal). While in Congress,
he has been involved in a number of scandals and Judicial Watch, an organization
that exposes misconduct by politicians, ranked him first out of the 435 members of
the U.S. House for nepotism for allegedly paying his girlfriend and relatives salaries
and fees (Judicial Watch Blog Corruption Chronicles, 2012). Hastings won reelection
in his congressional district in 2016 with 80.3 percent of the vote.

• William Jefferson, U.S. Representative from Louisiana: Jefferson earned the nick-
name “Dollar Bill” for stashing a $90,000 cash bribe in his freezer. He eventually was
convicted of nearly a dozen corruption counts - including bribery, racketeering and
money laundering - and was reelected after being indicted (Markon, 2009; Judicial
Watch Blog Corruption Chronicles, 2012).
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• Paulo Maluf, current federal congressman in Brazil’s lower house (Câmara dos
Deputados), former governor of the State of São Paulo and former mayor of the
City of São Paulo: Maluf was indicted in New York, and has charges pending
against him in Brazil for being part of a conspiracy to embezzle and conceal public
funds. In addition to conspiracy, the indictment by the New York County District
Attorney’s Office also charged Maluf with grand larceny and criminal possession of
stolen property. His constituents are known to describe him with the saying “Rouba
mas faz” (“He robs, but he gets things done”) (Romero and Sreeharsha, 2016). Maluf
supported the impeachment of President Rousseff and is part of a recent effort in the
legislature to strip prosecutors and judges of their power to investigate politicians
involved in corruption (Romero, 2016).

The above cases all involve the successful reelection of candidates who were clearly guilty
of corruption, but they also vary in important ways. The cases vary in the type of corrup-
tion in which the candidate engaged. The actions include favoritism (nepotism), accept-
ing bribes, embezzlement, and money laundering. They also vary in the extent to which
the alleged act results in private enrichment versus advancing a campaign or the policy
preferences of the candidate. Legal actions taken in response to the alleged corruption
also differ. Beyond the corruption itself, candidate attributes, such as the individual’s
gender, race, party, and public office may all be important factors that play into the can-
didate’s reelection prospects. The candidate’s links to voters, policy positions, and per-
formance on the job are just some of the factors that may influence the probability of
reelection given a corruption allegation.

We currently lack a coherent framework that explains the reelection of corrupt politi-
cians. This study focuses on providing a framework for understanding the conditions
under which voters will punish or reward corrupt politicians, and then testing aspects
of the framework empirically. Although formal rules, well-designed laws, and efficient
institutions are often important determinants of electoral accountability, they are often
insufficient to curb candidate corruption (deSousa and Moriconi, 2013). To do this, this
chapter examines the factors that determine how corruption is defined by voters, and
what will lead them to reward or punish corrupt politicians in elections. The chapter that
follows explores when voters will punish corrupt politicians by relying on a field experi-
ment and survey experiment in an election to see if informing voters about the corruption
of politicians will have a causal effect on their voting behavior. After discussing the causal
effect of corruption information on voting behavior, the final chapter examines important
tradeoffs that voters make in evaluating candidate corruption by experimentally manip-
ulating candidate attributes presented to voters. The results of this experiment shed light
on the mechanisms that will lead to varied outcomes in voting behavior, and ultimately
answer the question of why voters punish or reward corrupt politicians.
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In doing this, the work makes a number of contributions to the existing literature. First,
while there is a vast literature about the consequences of corruption, research on what
leads government to change to being clean is still nascent. As Adserà, Boix, and Payne
(2003, p. 446) succinctly state: “[i]n contrast to the mounting scholarly research on the
consequences of good governance, our knowledge about what causes governments to be
clean and efficient is still at its infancy.” Though the authors made this statement about
the state of the literature more than a decade ago, I would argue that the literature is still
at a similar stage with respect to what leads governments to become clean.

Second, a theoretical and empirical literature focused on voting behavior posits that in-
creased information given to voters will result in increased turnout (Wolfinger and Rosen-
stone, 1980; Palfrey and Poole, 1987; Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1996). The hypothesis is
also prominent in work that has focused on corruption. Treisman (2000), for instance, sug-
gests that increased transparency in democracies reduces corruption. Similarly, Kunicová
and Rose-Ackerman (2005) assume that when corruption is made public, a candidate’s re-
election prospects decrease. The empirical chapters as part of this work show that under
certain conditions, increasing information can lower voter turnout, leading to the need to
place scope conditions on such theories.

Third, measuring the causal effect of corruption information on voting behavior is chal-
lenging, since information about the corruption of politicians is confounded by numerous
other factors such as socioeconomic status and party identification. Much of the litera-
ture uses cross-national, descriptive survey, and observational data to make model-based
inferences about the effect of corruption information on voting behavior (J. Peters and
Welch, 1980; Welch and Hibbing, 1997; McCann and Dominguez, 1998; Treisman, 2000;
Pereira, Melo, and C. M. Figueiredo, 2009). These studies make strong assumptions about
unobserved factors being “controlled for” in the statistical model. A more recent litera-
ture, including the work presented in the next chapter, relies on field and natural exper-
iments to make stronger causal inferences about the effect of corruption information on
voting behavior (Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Banerjee, Kumar, et al., 2010; Banerjee, D. Green,
et al., 2010; Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012; Chong et al., 2015). This work is still nascent,
and there is a need for additional replication to discern clear patterns. The next chapter
includes an in-depth discussion of this literature.

Fourth, very few studies have focused on the mechanisms leading voters to reward or
punish corrupt behavior.2 While a large body of literature has focused on country-level
determinants of corruption, this study focuses on the role of the citizenry in changing or
upholding electoral outcomes when candidates are accused of corruption. In contrast to
work that has focused on economic voting – economic determinants that influence the

2Notable exceptions include Klašnja and Tucker (2013), Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2013), and Klašnja,
Tucker, and Deegan-Krause (2016).
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voter’s decision – this study is focused on corruption voting, which for the purposes of
this analysis is defined as the study of voting behavior and public opinion in response to
allegations of candidate corruption.3 Chapter 3 is dedicated to understanding the trade-
offs voters make when faced with at least one corrupt candidate on the ballot. Elements
in these tradeoffs include the type of corruption the candidate engaged in, the state of
the corruption allegation, legal action (including court decisions) taken in response to the
allegation, attributes of the candidate such as party, gender, race, and policy positions,
among other factors.

Finally, along with the refinement of positive theories, there also are important empirical
and normative questions about the conditions under which certain types of corruption
information will reduce turnout, and the extent to which information in elections should
be designed to increase voter participation and electoral accountability. Having an em-
pirical foundation for how the public perceives corruption can also serve as an important
basis for designing interventions to change such norms and the design of campaign fi-
nance reform and anti-corruption laws. This work raises important implications for the
potentially deleterious consequences of transparency efforts, and motivates an empiri-
cal and policy research agenda dedicated to understanding how laws that regulate libel,
truthful information in advertising, and free speech achieve desired outcomes for society.
Similarly, participation and disclosure rules related to the activities of third parties ac-
tive during elections could have an impact on the conditions under which voters reelect
politicians suspected of corruption.

To gain traction on these questions, it is important to first have conceptual clarity and a
clear analytic framework. This chapter proceeds by (1) defining the universe of corruption
being discussed in this project; (2) developing a conceptual framework for understanding
the conditions under which voters punish or reward politicians accused of corruption;
and (3) discussing mechanisms that would explain the conditions under which voters
will punish or reward a politician with corruption allegations.

1.2 Corruption Definitions and Types
Prior to engaging in a discussion about different types of corruption, a discussion of the
definition of corruption is in order. There is little doubt that corruption is a highly con-
tested concept (Gallie, 1956). The goal here is not to argue for a particular definition
of corruption, but rather to show important differences in how various actors have ap-
proached conceptualizing corruption. These definitions are then contrasted with popular
conceptions of corruption. Defining candidate corruption is challenging, especially since
understanding of the concept in the realm of public opinion may not accord with defini-
tions of the term offered by academics, courts and statutes. Yet, the exercise is important

3I borrow the term “corruption voting” from Klašnja and Tucker (2013).
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because voter perceptions of different types of corruption can determine whether politi-
cians who commit allegedly corrupt acts will be elected or not.

Formal Definitions of Corruption

One of the most popular conceptions of corruption in the academic literature, from Joseph
Nye, defines it as “behavior which deviates from the formal duties of a public role because
of private-regarding (personal, close family, clique) pecuniary or status gains; or violates
the rules against the exercise of certain private-regarding influence” (Nye, 1967, p. 419).
The emphasis on formal duties and rules (rather than norms) in this definition offers a
more formalist approach to corruption, leading one to question the need, under certain
conditions, for formal rules to be a requirement for an act to be defined as corrupt. A
similar definition that has gained traction in academic, legal, and policy communities is
Transparency International’s definition: “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain.”
“Private gain” can take many forms, but personal enrichment is certainly one of the at-
tributes that voters will find most objectionable in the behavior of a politician, and will be
most likely to punish. For corruption violations to be definitively punished by the elec-
torate, they often have to be severe violations of social norms and the law, and often sanc-
tioned by legal action (Heidenheimer and Johnston, 2011; deSousa and Moriconi, 2013).
There is greater variation in voter responses when conditions of illegality and personal
enrichment are relaxed. For these reasons, some authors (e.g. Stephenson, 2015) choose to
exclude legal campaign contributions, lobbying, and similar activities from their working
definitions. While this may be appropriate because their work has different objectives, in
evaluating the probability of voters punishing corrupt politicians, this aspect of corrup-
tion should be included in a definition of candidate corruption since it can both reflect
and determine electoral behavior of voters.

Popular Conceptions

Political scientists and other social scientists have largely strayed from conceptualizing
corruption from the perspective of the public and from using the public interest as a crite-
rion in a definition, mainly because the standards for corruption vary greatly across indi-
viduals and the difficulty in defining the public interest. James Scott states this difficulty
clearly. “Corruption, we would all agree, involves a deviation from certain standards of
behavior. The first question which arises is, What criteria shall we use to establish those
standards?” (Scott, 1972).

Scott states that defining the public interest precisely and with agreement would be nearly
impossible since that is an inherently ideological inquiry. Scott then discusses the diffi-
culties of incorporating public opinion into a definition of corruption, and ultimately con-
cludes that the diversity and ambiguity of views among the public as to what constitutes
a corrupt act makes defining a corrupt act difficult. Scott concludes that the criteria one
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would use to determine a working definition would likely be arbitrary and problematic
(Scott, 1972, p. 4).

The task of advancing any one conception of corruption that involves defining public
interest or discerning public opinion is resolutely difficult. That goal is distinct from cat-
egorizing those different views of corruption, and then using the definition to categorize
the scope of inquiry for when voters punish “corrupt” politicians. One reason for having
a discussion of how the public conceives of corruption is that the majority of citizens hold
a notion of corruption that is broader in scope than the way the term is used in academic
literature or legal discourse.

1.3 Candidate Corruption Types in the Court of Public
Opinion

To what extent do voters distinguish different types of corruption in candidates? What
are the types of corruption that will lead voters to punish a politician in the voting booth?
In this section, I argue that an important distinction is corruption that results in private
enrichment versus corruption that is seen as “part of the political game.” Electoral corrup-
tion can include a variety of actions as was seen in the introduction. Actions can include,
but are not limited to bribery, vote buying, favoritism in procurement processes, nepo-
tism, embezzlement, money laundering, collusion (Botero et al., 2016). These different
types of corruption not only have different consequences for society, but also are likely to
result in different electoral outcomes, all else being equal. The focus of this research is on
elected officials, rather than those involved in the civil service or private citizen actions
(unless the individual decides to run for office, and a corruption allegation while the in-
dividual was a bureaucrat or private citizen factored into voting behavior). Corruption
types viewed as enhancing one’s personal wealth involve a benefit that only the politi-
cian receives, whereas clientelistic exchanges and campaign financing are more likely to
be seen as having a broader benefit (Bardhan, 1997).

The electoral effects of different types of corruption types is under-explored in the litera-
ture. Truex (2011) examines the reaction of individuals to petty corruption (favoritism and
small gifts) versus large-scale bribery in Nepal and finds toleration of petty corruption.
The study contributes toward establishing a threshold of corruption that is acceptable
in the minds of voters, but because the research design relies on observational data, the
study cannot isolate the impact of corruption type on individual attitudes. In a more re-
cent survey experiment in Argentina, Botero et al. (2016) randomized whether a candidate
offered employment and construction materials; “misused public funds” and increased
his personal wealth; or did not benefit from corruption. Their experimental design also
allowed the authors to test the effect of partisanship and socioeconomic status had an
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effect on candidate evaluations. The authors found that voters punished corruption in-
volving private enrichment more harshly than clientelism. Surprisingly, they also found
that wealthier respondents did not find one type of corruption less acceptable (or more
acceptable) than the other, whereas they differentiated between the two corruption types,
selecting the clientelist candidate over the one who engaged in large-scale bribery (Botero
et al., 2016, p. 19). Their results contrasted with Weschle (2016), who found the oppo-
site result in a survey experiment in India when analyzing reactions to how a politician
spends funds he receives from a company for a political favor.

One critical dimension that has gone unstudied in previous studies is the tradeoffs that
voters make with respect to corruption type. The conjoint experiment in Chapter 3 not
only experimentally manipulates corruption type and party, but also includes candidate
policy positions, court decisions on political corruption, and attributes such as gender and
affect. The design has the advantage of randomizing treatments, while offering a diverse
set of choices that the voter is confronted with on a ballot with at least one candidate
facing a corruption allegation.

1.4 Interpreting Voting Behavior Outcomes
The universe of voting behavior actions is both limited and relatively straight-forward:
(1) vote for a candidate, (2) cast a spoiled ballot or protest vote, or (3) abstention.4 Yet,
ascribing intention to those actions can prove challenging. This section elucidates voter
intentions that emerge from voting behavior when at least one politician on the ballot is
accused of corruption.

Field interviews I conducted in Brazil reveal a salient distinction made by Brazilian voters,
concerning tolerance of corruption involving use of public funds for personal enrichment
(contract kickbacks, bribery, etc.) versus impropriety related to buying public policy or
illegally financing a campaign. In June 2005, Brazilian Congressional Deputy Roberto
Jefferson, who at the time was under investigation for a corruption scandal with the
Brazilian post office, claimed the Partido dos Trabalhadores (the Workers Party, or PT) paid
monthly “allowances” (mensalão) to Congressmen of R$30,000 (approximately US$16,800)
per month so that they would vote in line with President Luiz Inácio (Lula) da Silva. The
scandal resulted in eight resignations and three removals of Congressmen from office. Al-
though empirical work by Rennó examining the effect of the Mensalão scandal concludes

4Court decisions can shed light on the difficulty of regulating and deciphering the intention of write-in
votes. In 1992, the U.S. Supreme Court held in Burdick v. Takushi that Hawaii could enact a complete ban
of write-in votes on the ballot. The case narrowed the holding of an earlier case, Dixon v. Maryland State
Administrative Board of Election Laws, where the Fourth Circuit held that write-in votes was for a fictional
candidate such as Donald Duck should be accommodated, since one’s fundamental constitutional right
included the right to say that no candidate was acceptable.
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that the scandal did prevent candidates in the 2006 elections from seeking reelection and
negatively affected the probability of reelection, the importance of partisanship and per-
formance on other issues such as the economy, ultimately had larger effects on voting
behavior in the case of the presidential election (Rennó, 2007).

The Exit, Voice, and Loyalty Model

Albert O. Hirschman’s Exit, Voice, and Loyalty (EVL) provides a useful explanatory frame-
work that sheds light on voting behavior when at least one of the candidates faces cor-
ruption allegations (Hirschman, 1970). Although Hirschman intended for the framework
to be used in politics, relatively few scholars truly apply the framework to voting behav-
ior.5 Those that have used it to analyze voting behavior have exclusively applied it to
allegiance to a party; to the best of my knowledge, the framework has not yet been ap-
plied to individual candidate voting. The framework is particularly useful in elections
with allegedly corrupt politicians, since voter loyalty may transcend partisan and other
allegiances. Scholars have suggested the use of the framework is particularly powerful
where there is low turnout, high protest voting (either through write-in votes or the cast-
ing of spoiled ballots), high party coalition change, or frequent party switching among
candidates – all of which are likely to occur when a candidate accused of corruption is
on the ballot. These elections, as Weber (2011) points out with European parliamentary
elections, offer a useful lens to see outcomes such as core voting, protest, conversion, and
alienation that are part of the EVL framework (Weber, 2011, p. 907).

Prior to discussing the application of EVL, a brief discussion of Hirschman’s model is in
order. Hirschman originally developed the model to explain behavior in a market situa-
tion with firms and customers, but he also applied it to political parties and voters.6 The
model seeks to explain the behavior that takes place in reaction to a drop in quality of a
product offered on the market by a firm. Consumers, in reaction to the quality drop, have
the options either of “exit” (switching to another firm), “voice” (expressing displeasure
to the firm with the hope of a response that will address the issue), or not doing anything
in response.

For Hirschman, the response is determined by a cost-benefit calculus that involves the
consumer’s loyalty, alternatives, and expectations. When loyalty is present, the likeli-

5Dowding et al. (2000, p. 478) state that “[m]uch of the work in comparative politics uses the EVL
framework merely to give a label to some of the processes under discussion and none tests Hirschman’s
purported interactions.” The one exception, according to the authors is with party membership and behav-
ior. More recent scholarship that has developed theoretical models and testing where the EVL framework
is more central to voting behavior include Kang (2004), Gehlbach (2006), Hooghe and Pauwels (2011), and
Weber (2011).

6In EVL, Hirschman parenthetically refers to the voter in place of the consumer (Hirschman, 1970, pp.
67-70, 73, 75).
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hood of voice increases, and with less loyalty, the likelihood of exit increases. With more
alternatives, the probability of exit increases, but consumers or voters may also leverage
the availability of alternatives to increase the power of their voice. When consumers have
high expectations of their own influence in achieving reform, that increases the probabil-
ity they will respond by using voice, rather than exit (Hirschman, 1970; Weber, 2011).

Applying the Exit, Voice, and Loyalty Model to Elections with Alleged
Corruption

In applying the EVL model to elections where candidates are allegedly involved in cor-
ruption, defining how voting behavior relates to exit and voice is an important first step.
Table 1.1 describes the available exit and voice options available to the voter who is faced
with voting for his or her own candidate accused of corruption: abstention, casting a
spoiled ballot or writing in a candidate, or voting for the opposing candidate who is “less
corrupt.” The table applies a model developed by Weber (2011) and applies the EVL
framework to individual candidate voting and also includes the possibilities of compul-
sory and write-in voting, both of which are present in a number of elections in developed
and developing countries. While virtually all applications of EVL to voting behavior de-
scribe exit, voice and loyalty with respect to party identification, this application of the
framework is intended to apply either to candidates or political parties. In many coun-
tries, the party system is weakly institutionalized; party switching is common among
candidates, electoral volatility is high, and party labels do not prime or convey informa-
tion to voters in the same way they would in a setting with high party institutionalization
(Mainwaring and Torcal, 2006). In addition, settings where clientelistic politics dominate
may also have more candidate-centered voting loyalties, especially where candidates are
distributing direct benefits to voters such as payments for votes, jobs, or goods.

Table 1.1: Exit and Voice in Candidate Voting Behavior

Voting for Less Corrupt Spoiled Ballot/ Abstention
Candidate “Opponent” Write-In Candidate

Voice Single-Election- Protest “Voice-by-Silence”
Vote-Choice

Exit Long-Term Indifference/ Indifference/
Candidate Switching Weak alienation/ High Alienation/

Compelled by Law Immune to Sanctions

Among the possibilities presented, the most obvious expression of voice involves vote
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switching – in this case, voting for the alternative candidate when the voter’s first-choice
candidate is faced with corruption allegations.7 Voice expressed through single-election-
vote-choice refers to the voter engaging in a one-time vote against the candidate, while
long-term candidate switching involves a permanent abandonment of the candidate in
response to the alleged corruption.

Mandatory and write-in voting permit more tempered forms of voice and exit that largely
have been overlooked in the literature. Barry (1974, p. 91) states that the voter’s decision
between exit and voice really involves:

collaps[ing] two separate choices into one another. One choice is between exit
(leaving) and non-exit (staying), the other is between voice (activity, partici-
pation) and silence (inactivity, non-participation). In any one situation, one
choice has to be made of each pair of options, even if only by default.

However, introducing compulsory voting implies more than these two options for the
voter, since protest voting is a “middle ground” between absenteeism and vote switch-
ing.8 Voice by protest is most clear when a voter either writes in a candidate, especially if
the write-in candidate has a low chance of winning the election, or casts a spoiled ballot
as a form of protest. Casting a spoiled ballot in a compulsory voting system may reflect
voicing discontent with the slate of candidates, but it also could also demonstrate the
power of law in compelling voters to come to the polls. In doing so, those who are unin-
formed or uninterested in electoral politics might cast a spoiled ballot in order to avoid
sanctions such as fines or suspension of privileges. “Weak alienation” characterizes those
who cast spoiled ballots solely because they are compelled to vote, because they are at
least engaged with the state through following the state and participating in the voting
process, even if their engagement with the political system is limited. In examining the
historical origins of mandatory voting, Helmke and Meguid (2010) point out that a num-
ber of ruling parties (including those on the right) supported compulsory voting because
they were worried about their own supporters not turning out to vote in greater numbers
relative to the opposition under a voluntary voting regime. These ends point to the desire
of constitutional designers specifically intending to mitigate voter alienation through the
passage of compulsory voting laws.

Despite Hirschman’s original conceptualization of exit meaning an active choice for an-
other firm or supplier, as Weber (2011) notes, a number of scholars have operationalized

7Not included in Table 1.1 is loyalty, which would be reflected in the voter choosing to stay with the
candidate, in spite of the corruption allegation.

8Kang (2004) makes this point with a model of protest voting, although his model is more focused on
abstention as a form of protest voting.
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abstention into models of exit that include voting (Bélanger, 2004; Weber, 2011; W. R.
Clark, M. Golder, and S. N. Golder, 2013). Cynicism with the electoral system and can-
didate menu can result in exit from voting altogether. Feelings of powerlessness and
alienation could characterize those who exit through abstention. Moreover, in settings
where there is compulsory voting, those who receive immunity from sanctions because
they are unable to afford the penalties are often those who are most alienated from the po-
litical system. Particularly in developing countries, their interactions with the state might
be limited or non-existent, and thus their abstention may be characterized by complete
exit from the political system.

Weak enforcement of abstention sanctions or low penalties may also factor into the absen-
teeism in countries with mandatory voting. When sanction costs are low or are weakly
enforced, groups may feel relatively unburdened or even immune to the sanctions, lead-
ing them to exit through absenteeism. Abstention rates in Greece reached 44 percent in
2015; although Greece has compulsory voting, it is rarely enforced (Adamopoulos, 2015).
Similarly, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico,
and Venezuela all do not enforce their compulsory voting laws (United Kingdom Elec-
toral Commission, 2006; Rich, 2014). In these settings, it is possible that mandatory vot-
ing may make no difference, although the law being on the books alone might lead some
either to vote or cast spoiled ballots. In addition to unenforced sanctions, weak sanctions
can also lull large segments of the population into abstention, especially if large segments
of society are relatively immune to sanctions because they are able to incur their cost.

In distinguishing exit from voice, one other important conceptual distinction emphasized
by normative and formal political theorists to keep in mind is voters who abstain as the re-
sult of alienation versus those who abstain as a consequence of indifference. Indifference,
in this context, means that the voter perceives little or no difference between the “menu
of options” of candidates on the ballot, while alienation implies a negative evaluation of
all candidates (Brody and Page, 1973; Zipp, 1985). This distinction will be discussed in
greater detail in the next chapter.

The complexity of discerning the voter’s motivation raises important concerns related to
the measurement of voter motivation and the implementation of research designs that
can rigorously identify the motivation of each voter type. Field experimental work which
has examined the conditions under which voters punish or support corrupt politicians
can only identify the effect that corruption information can have on a candidate’s vote
share, turnout, spoiled ballot, or protest vote behavior. Identification strategies that can
show vote switching and underlying motivations are challenging to do and have yet to
be done in the field. In this project, I attempt to shed light on this behavior in a conjoint
experiment in Chapter 3, where this issue is discussed in greater depth.
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1.5 A Framework for Analyzing Candidate Corruption
and Voting Behavior

Now that the scope of the concept for this project has been defined, I turn to describing
the conceptual framework for analyzing the conditions under which voters will reward
or punish corrupt politicians. The framework presented in Figure 1.5 identifies the most
important individual- and macro-level factors that lead voters to punish, favor, or abstain
from voting in an election when at least one candidate is perceived to be corrupt.

Figure 1.1: Factors Influencing Voter Behavior Toward a Candidate with a Corruption
Allegation
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The framework offers some new directions for research on the reelection of corrupt politi-
cians. First, little of the existing literature has focused on the type of corruption that leads
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voters to punish politicians with corruption allegations. Second, the status of the cor-
ruption allegation offers a new dimension that the literature has overlooked. Third, the
framework includes sources of corruption information that are broader than much of the
extant literature, including informal and peer networks, which have usually not been in-
cluded in previous studies of the reelection of allegedly corrupt politicians. Finally, the
framework brings together individual- and macro-level factors that weigh into the voter’s
decision, which have largely been studied separately in previous literature.

Information Channel and Source of Candidate Corruption Allegation

One important means of punishing corrupt politicians is to give voters information about
the corrupt behavior, providing a potential basis to vote against such candidates. A theo-
retical literature focused on the effects of information on voting behavior concludes that
under certain conditions, information improves accountability to mass publics (Alvarez,
1998; Lupia and McCubbins, 1998; Przeworski, S. C. Stokes, and Manin, 1999; Besley and
Burgess, 2002). However, the empirical literature is still relatively scant on understanding
the conditions under which information about corruption results in electoral accountabil-
ity.

More generally, one hypothesis in the literature is that voters do not punish candidate
corruption because they lack high-quality information to make a decision that would take
corrupt politicians to task for their behavior (Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Humphreys and We-
instein, 2012; deSousa and Moriconi, 2013). Reasons for this information deficit among
citizens are numerous. In a number of developing countries, accountability structures
such as a professionalized press corps, robust watchdog organizations, and transparency
in government are not commonplace. Access to information in certain developing coun-
tries may also be costly, especially for those in more rural areas, making the assessment
of credible information challenging.

Making valid causal inferences about these relationships is difficult, in large part because
information about the corruption of politicians is rarely randomly assigned to voters. A
number of studies with non-experimental data that attempt to examine the effects of cor-
ruption charges on electoral performance find only modest effects (J. Peters and Welch,
1980; McCann and Dominguez, 1998). However, in a study of municipal governments
in Brazil, Ferraz and Finan (2008) exploit randomized corruption audits, and find rela-
tively large effects that ultimately decrease the probability of incumbent politicians being
reelected; similarly a study by Chong et al. (2015) conducted in Mexico primarily shows
a negative effect on incumbency. By contrast, in the randomized experiment I conducted
with F. Daniel Hidalgo and Yuri Kasahara, discussed in the next chapter, corruption in-
formation given to voters about the incumbent had no statistically significant effect on
voting behavior, although both experimental studies reduced turnout. The turnout result
thus places scope conditions on previous theories positing that more informed voters are
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more likely to turn out (Wolfinger and Rosenstone, 1980; Palfrey and Poole, 1987; Fedder-
sen and Pesendorfer, 1996). Thus, while information about candidate corruption given to
voters can enhance electoral accountability resulting in the punishment of corrupt politi-
cians (Anderson and Tverdova, 2003; Chang and Golden, 2004; Rennó, 2007; Almeida,
2008; Ferraz and Finan, 2008; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2013), there can be deleterious
effects as well, including decreased voter turnout and reduced citizen confidence and
trust in politicians and democratic institutions (Banerjee, D. Green, et al., 2010; Banerjee,
Kumar, et al., 2010; Chong et al., 2015). Negative turnout effects can take place even in
the presence of mandatory voting, and in some cases, voters are willing to bear the costs
of absenteeism. Additionally, despite a number of papers that have shown that corrup-
tion is not a salient issue in the consciousness of many voters in the developing world
(Anderson and Tverdova, 2003; Chang and Golden, 2004; Rennó, 2007; Almeida, 2008),
experimental evidence has shown the opposite.

Field experimental work in this area is still nascent, and work that attempts to uncover
the mechanisms that lead to these varied results is also relatively understudied in the
literature. Common to all of the field experiments in this area is that they attempt to pro-
vide high quality and credible information that voters can easily digest. Recent work by
Weitz-Shapiro and Winters (2014) and Botero et al. (2015), varies the corruption source
in survey experiments in order to shed light on the effects of the credibility of individual
sources. Specifically, Weitz-Shapiro and Winters (2014) vary whether corruption informa-
tion in Brazil is disseminated via a federal corruption audit or from an opposing party,
and the authors find that voters are more likely to punish the politician when the infor-
mation comes from the audit. Botero et al. (2015) vary whether allegations coming from
a reputable newspaper, the judiciary, or a well-respected non-governmental organization
(NGO) in Colombia have an impact on vote choice. The authors find that the newspaper
allegations have the strongest effect on voters punishing politicians with corruption alle-
gations. This work is an important first step toward understanding the role of the source
of information as having an effect on corruption information.

Given the current state of research, there is a need to evaluate the efficacy of additional
channels of information used to disseminate corruption information. The framework thus
includes interest groups, parties and party brokers, and informal social networks as other
actors that disseminate corruption information in important ways.

The survey experiment by Botero et al. (2015) and the field experiment in the next chap-
ter present treatment conditions where corruption information is presented by an interest
group. In the former case, respondents are given information by Misión de Observación
(MOE), an election monitoring NGO, and in the latter case by the Associação dos Magistra-
dos Brasileiros (AMB), a trade association of judges. Both of these NGOs, according to the
respective authors, have a high degree of credibility with voters, and largely serve the
purpose of disseminating truthful information in elections.
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However, interest groups can also exist as extensions of intricate party networks, and can
also be the originators of biased or even false information. In the United States, increased
advertising expenditure on attack ads by interest groups is one of the most important
and dramatic recent changes in elections (Brooks and Murov, 2012). Estimates of cam-
paign ad spending during the 2016 US election cycle exceed $11 billion, and (Wesleyan
Media Project, 2016).9 A prominent example, although not with corruption information,
involved ads and a book promulgated by “Swift Boat Veterans for Truth,” a 527 organi-
zation that questioned U.S. presidential candidate John Kerry’s service record during the
Vietnam War. Although the group’s accusations were later widely discredited, descrip-
tive survey work has shown a possible negative impact on Kerry’s vote share (Cheng
and Riffe, 2008). The literature on negative campaigning reveals important mechanisms
through which corruption information can have an impact on voting behavior. In dis-
cussing the efficacy of attack ads by “dark money” interest groups, Brooks and Murov
(2012, p. 388) distinguish between two important concepts and mechanisms through
which such information can shape voting behavior: effectiveness and persuasiveness.10

They state that “effectiveness is not simply persuasion. Rather, net effectiveness in a two-
candidate race is persuasion (movement of the target downward in terms of favorability)
minus backlash (movement of the beneficiary of the negative ad downward in terms of
favorability),” ultimately concluding that “[a]n ad is effective when it depresses support
for the target more than it depresses support for the benefiting candidate” (Brooks and
Murov, 2012, p. 388). Thus, both effectiveness and persuasion must be examined in order
to determine the impact of corruption information on voting behavior. Doing so will take
account of backlash, a reaction from voters that the negative message sent was unaccept-
able. Thus, understanding the conditions under which corruption information will be
perceived as an “attack” versus truthful negative information will shape how the voter
acts on the information, and one step that is needed is to see how information from a
broader set of interest groups is received by the electorate. Moreover, survey experimen-
tal research should consider the possibility of measuring abstention as a possible response
by individuals. The work presented in Chapter 3 attempts to address this issue.

In addition to interest groups, political parties play an important role both by conveying
information about candidates through a party label and by distributing information about
candidates during elections. In settings where clientelism is prominent, party and candi-
date “brokers” too have a significant role in the process. Although the party or candidate
broker’s role in rally mobilization (e.g. Auyero, 2001; Szwarcberg, 2012), public goods
provision (e.g. S. C. Stokes et al., 2013), vote or turnout buying and mobilization (e.g.

9In the wake of the passage of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, and court decisions such as
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, Super PACs, 527 organizations, and 501(c)(4) groups, Congress
and the courts abolished numerous restrictions on the establishment, funding, disclosure, and advertising
for such interest groups. For additional context on these changes, see Brooks and Murov (2012).

10Brooks and Murov (2012) relate the mechanisms only to negative attack ads, but they can be applied
to negative information more generally in elections.
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Levitsky, 2003; S. C. Stokes et al., 2013; Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter, 2014), their ac-
tivities also include campaigning and disseminating information about candidates, along
with generating and responding to allegations of corruption. Zarazaga (2014, p.30) suc-
cinctly states that “[s]cholars and the media have underestimated the most common way
brokers have of winning votes: by campaigning. ...Given the price of airtime on national
television and the low readership of newspapers in poor areas, mayors and their chal-
lengers rely mainly on local campaigns run by brokers.”11 This role of the brokers as
“propaganda activists” is enhanced by their simultaneous role as a reliable and trusted
person in the community, where their enduring reputation for delivering on promises also
enhances their credibility with information dissemination (Zarazaga, 2014, pp. 38-40).

Status of the Corruption Allegation

Another important factor largely overlooked in the literature is the status of the corrup-
tion allegation, which refers to the accuser or entity originating the accusation and any
processes taken after the allegation is made or corruption action takes place. Status is
distinguished from the allegation’s source. The source relates to the information channel
through which the voter receives news and updates of the candidate’s alleged corrup-
tion. The status, by contrast, includes the initial accuser of the candidate’s corruption or
the process by which the corruption became known, and any related court, investigative,
or other processes by which the details of the corruption are revealed. Thus, if an ac-
cusation about a candidate’s corruption is initially launched by a newspaper or interest
group, the newspaper or interest group would be part of the allegation’s status and also
a source for voters to access information about the candidate’s corruption. If the accuser
is an individual citizen who witnessed or took part in a corrupt act, he or she would not
be considered the information channel for that act; rather, for the purposes of this study,
the accuser would be considered part of the allegation’s status and not part of the source
or information channel for the voter.

Examining the process in which an alleged act of corruption is generated and then goes
through the legal system, government investigation, or other process reveals moments
that can be predictive of a candidate’s support or demise. One additional feature worth
noting is that the evidentiary burden can be relatively low, especially in the early stages
of an arrest or the court process. Yet, the action of an arrest or an indictment can lead
voters to “convict” in the “court of public opinion.” Noticing the distance between the
evidentiary burden required in a corruption allegation process, and how predictive it is
not only of the person’s ultimate guilt, but his or her demise in future elections sheds
light on the power that actors such as prosecutors and judges have in shaping public
opinion, and the credibility that voters have in the justice system. The mere threat of a

11Even in non-clientelistic settings, parties also can play an important role in coordinating messages with
media and other groups. Koger, Masket, and Noel (2009) discuss this dynamic in detail.
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lawsuit or investigation involving political corruption may reduce a candidate’s prospects
for reelection. Despite these possibilities, rigorous work on the effects of public opinion
in response to corruption prosecutions, investigations, and court decisions is still in its
infancy.

The extent to which voters have trust in prosecutors and judges will probably determine
the likelihood they will punish politicians accused of corruption. If voters trust prosecu-
tors and the judiciary and understand the nature of justice system procedures and rul-
ings, then court decisions on corruption - whether they are convictions or not - are likely
to serve as credible information informing voters of corruption. If there is distrust in
prosecutors and the judiciary, then one of two outcomes are most likely: (1) all else equal,
voters who perceive the court to be committing more Type II errors (failing to convict
the guilty) than Type I errors (convicting the innocent) will only be responsive to judicial
decisions when a conviction is handed down; or (2) ceteris paribus, the court decision will
have no effect on the voters decision. The introduction of appeals adds complexity to
the situation.12 In Chapter 3 of this work, one treatment condition varies court rulings
on candidate corruption, and examines the effects on voting for candidates in a conjoint
survey experiment conducted in Brazil. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first ex-
perimental intervention to examine the effect of public corruption court rulings on voting
behavior.

Candidate Attributes

Voters not only look at a candidate’s corruption; they also weigh their decision in light of
the candidate’s policy positions, performance, and attributes. An established literature in
American politics examines the effect of candidates’ traits on voting behavior (e.g. Camp-
bell et al., 1960; Funk, 1996; Bartels, 2002; Hayes, 2005). Although early works such as
Campbell et al. (1960) emphasized the importance of candidate traits, the focus on candi-
date attributes became subordinated to the role of party identification, issue ownership,
and other “rational” determinants of voting (Funk, 1996, pp. 1-2). A body of survey
research in the 1980s and 1990s established a strong link between candidate traits and
voter attitudes (e.g. Markus, 1982; Kinder, 1986). Traits have included the candidate’s
intelligence, competence, empathy, warmth, and trustworthiness, among others.

12The literature on prosecution of corruption is still emerging. Gordon (2009) develops a formal model
and uses a regression discontinuity design to test for partisan bias in corruption prosecutions, and finds
partisan bias in federal corruption prosecutions in the Clinton and Bush (II) Justice Departments, although
the results may understate the bias for Bush (II) while overstating the bias for Clinton. Zhang (2015) uses
a regression discontinuity design that relies on the prosecution of high-ranking Chinese Politburo member
Chen Liangyu and a survey to examine the effect of corruption enforcement on public opinion. He found
the crackdown increased citizen trust of the regime. In a review article, Gordon and Huber (2009) suggest
the need for further research in this area.
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Traits and “trait ownership” (Hayes, 2005) can play an important role in the voter’s de-
cision when corruption allegations surface in an election. In a survey experiment ma-
nipulating candidates’ competence and warmth in response to marital infidelity or tax
evasion, Funk (1996) found that both competence and warmth improved candidate eval-
uations, but competence had a greater effect. Other attributes include the extent to which
the voter identifies with the candidate (Warner and Banwart, 2016), which can heighten
the probability of forgiveness for a corrupt act. In Chapter 3 of this paper, I offer, to the
best of my knowledge the first experimental research of candidate evaluations that in-
cludes these traits in order to see how they factor into candidate evaluations, when policy
preferences, corruption type, and party are also included as treatment conditions.

Gender, Race, and Other “Fixed” Characteristics

The candidate’s traits are also shaped by visible features such as gender or race which
may have an impact on voters’ support of a clean or corrupt politician. A literature explor-
ing the effect of gender and corruption voting has only recently emerged. The majority
of the literature examines the effect of women in politics on perceptions and actual levels
of corruption (Dollar, Fisman, and Gatti, 2001; Swamy et al., 2001, e.g.).13 According to
Esarey and Chirillo (2013, p. 365) the assumption that women are more harshly punished
for corruption has only been “anecdotally observed in American politics.” Outside the
United States, Jackson and R. Smith (1996) present a case study of punishment of female
politicians for corruption in Australia, and Mancuso et al. (1998) demonstrate from in-
terviews that the belief is present in Canada. In Chapter 3, the conjoint experiment has
gender as a treatment condition, which will shed light on whether female politicians are
punished more harshly than their male counterpoints for corruption. To the best of my
knowledge, little, if any, work has been done that explicitly looks at the impact of race,
age, and other candidate characteristics on the impact of corruption.

Political Party

Few studies have examined how voters and politicians react to corruption scandals, and
the study of partisans is particularly important because providing information to strong
partisans might be a useful strategy that corrupt politicians rely on to secure support. A
relatively consistent and unsurprising finding in the literature is that strong partisans are
the least likely to punish politicians with allegations of corruption (e.g. Slomczynski and
Shabad, 2012; Anduiza, Gallego, and Muñoz, 2013; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2015).
Thus, in more highly institutionalized party systems, where links to bases of support are
stronger and where a higher barrier for candidate entry is imposed, the probability of a
corrupt politician appearing on the ballot decreases. In such systems, the meaning of a
party label and party socialization carries greater weight, possibly serving as a signal for
voters to sort between corrupt and clean politicians (deSousa and Moriconi, 2013).

13For an in-depth review of this literature, see Esarey and Chirillo (2013).
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Although the lower barriers to entry, and party brand recognition in weakly institution-
alized party systems are less likely to prohibit the entry and punishment of corrupt can-
didates, high party competition (which can take place in both highly and weakly institu-
tionalized party systems) can increase the chances of credible information about corrupt
politicians being disseminated. This increased accountability can result in electoral pun-
ishment, if voters are responsive to corruption information (Mainwaring and Torcal, 2006;
deSousa and Moriconi, 2013).

Finally, the presence of an anti-corruption party, as discussed elsewhere in this chapter
and the next chapter, can have important effects in raising the salience of the issue in elec-
tions. It also can lead to defection when a candidate with corruption allegations appears
on the ballot from that party, as was the case in the experiments presented in the next
chapter.

Voter Attributes and Positions

What attributes of voters lead them to be more likely to punish corrupt politicians? A
number of studies in the literature focus on voters’ inability to monitor the behavior
of politicians or exercise their right to vote either because of institutional constraints or
because of obfuscatory actions of the politician (e.g. Myerson, 1993; Persson, Tabellini,
and Trebbi, 2003; Chang and Golden, 2007), while assuming a homogeneous electorate
(Klašnja, 2016). In this section, I focus on the attributes that are most prevalent in the
voting behavior and corruption literature, or that have emerged from the research I have
conducted.

Partisan Attachment

Partisanship – characterized by a psychological attachment to a particular political party –
often has an important influence on citizen perceptions of democratic institutions, candi-
dates, and voting behavior. While studies of party identification in terms of mass politics
has been the object of a rich line of inquiry in the American and European politics litera-
ture (e.g. Campbell et al., 1960; Bartolini and Mair, 1990; Miller and Shanks, 1996; Achen,
2002; D. P. Green, Palmquist, and Schickler, 2002), its dynamics are quite different and rel-
atively under-studied in new democracies, in part because the role of parental socializa-
tion during recent democratic transitions is oftentimes much less pronounced (Converse,
1969; Jennings and Niemi, 1981; Achen, 2002). Although the socialization process might
be different, there is evidence of stable partisan identification and preferences in some
newer democracies (see, e.g. Samuels (2006) for Brazil and McCann and Lawson (2003)
for Mexico). At the same time, however, a number of forces, work against this trend in
these countries. Inter-generational partisan attachments are often not present when a host
of new parties has emerged after a recent democratic transition. Moreover, Mainwaring
and Torcal (2006) rightly point out that most democracies in developing countries also
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have high electoral volatility, weak ideological and programmatic links with voters, and
strong direct links between candidates and voters. Thus, voters in settings with weak
party institutionalization are likely to respond to corruption allegations differently than
in advanced industrialized countries. All else equal, overall levels of partisanship will
be lower, party ties are less likely to induce loyalty in the face of corruption allegations,
and candidate switching and spoiled ballots cast either as “voice” or “exit” will be higher
(Gingerich, 2009; Klašnja and Tucker, 2013; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2015).

One other important mechanism at work discussed in the next chapter and also men-
tioned by Klašnja, Tucker, and Deegan-Krause (2016) is the salience of corruption brought
about by the presence of an anti-corruption party in the electoral arena. Specifically, the
authors point to how an anti-corruption party raises the salience of corruption in society,
leading large segments of society to engage in sociotropic corruption voting, or “vote choice
influenced by [the] perception of corruption in society” (Klašnja, Tucker, and Deegan-
Krause, 2016, p. 70). While this is “one side of the coin,” field and survey experimental
work discussed in the next chapter, coupled with a conjoint experiment that follows point
to a backlash that can take place when voters feel betrayed by an anti-corruption party.
Specifically, unlike voters who may respond with denial or by increasing their threshold
for corruption when faced with a tradeoff between party loyalty and voting for a corrupt
candidate (Anduiza, Gallego, and Muñoz, 2013), when provided information about cor-
ruption, voters from an anti-corruption party are more likely to be intensely negative than
non-partisans or voters from other parties. For this reason, the weighting of corruption in
the voting decision is a factor included in the framework given in Figure 1.5.

Education, Political Awareness, and Engagement

In the field experiment discussed in detail in Chapter 2, much of the population had rela-
tively low education. Their changed behavior is likely to be consistent with theories that
suggest that information about candidate behavior will lead less informed voters to up-
date their assessments of politicians (Arceneaux, 2007; Malhotra and Kuo, 2008) and also
with theories involving assessments of candidate performance (retrospective voting) (e.g.
Key Jr., 1966; Fiorina, 1981; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2013). These contrast with theo-
ries emphasizing partisan cues as important heuristics that permit less informed voters
to act as if they are informed (e.g. Lupia and McCubbins, 1998; Jackman and Sniderman,
2002), and a body of work that emphasizes a lack of updating of priors so that the voter’s
views are stable and consistent with existing political beliefs (e.g. Zaller, 1992). Yet, it is
important to realize that those theories likely do hold for those who remain loyal to other
parties.

Another important body of literature posits that highly informed and more educated vot-
ers are more likely to punish corrupt politicians (deSousa and Moriconi, 2013; Winters
and Weitz-Shapiro, 2015; Klašnja, 2016). Reasons for this dynamic include the motiva-
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tion and ability of these voters to better distinguish different types of corruption, see
the harmful impact of corruption in their life and community, and differentiate eviden-
tiary burdens for corruption accusations. Finally, the possibility exists that poorer voters,
although more likely to receive particularistic benefits in clientelistic settings, are less
ideological than more highly educated voters, which can increase the chance of partisan
attachment resulting in the support of a corrupt politician (Klašnja, 2016). However, deS-
ousa and Moriconi (2013) point out that this proposition is still highly contested. One
thing to keep in mind is that the theories discussed at the beginning of this section may
apply to certain types of voters (like those who rank corruption highly), while theories
emphasizing awareness and education could apply to other types of voters.

Political and Legal Environment

One could imagine citizens responding in a variety of ways to court decisions involving
corruption. If voters trust the judiciary and understand the nature of its rulings, then
court decisions on corruption whether they are convictions or not are likely to serve as
credible information informing voters of corruption. If there is distrust in the judiciary,
then two outcomes, which were mentioned earlier, are most likely: (1) all else equal,
voters who perceive the court to be committing more Type II errors (failing to convict the
guilty) than Type I errors (convicting the innocent) and will only be responsive to judicial
decisions when a conviction is handed down; or (2) ceteris paribus, the court decision will
have no effect on the voters decision.

In addition to court decisions on corruption, electoral rules can also shape the way vot-
ers will punish corrupt politicians. First, the number of candidates in the election can
influence the extent to which voters will make an informed voting decision. In a novel
survey experiment in Brazil, Aguilar et al. (2015) examined the impact of candidate race
on vote choice. The authors found that with only a few candidates on the ballot, respon-
dents selected candidates without regard to race. As the ballot size increased with more
candidate choices, white and non-white respondents were more likely to choose a candi-
date of their own race. With corrupt candidates, the role of information provision and the
salience of corruption as an issue are likely to be more important in settings where there
are more candidates on the ballot. Thus, all else equal, corrupt candidates are more likely
to be punished in second round elections, where voters can scrutinize each candidate in
greater detail, increasing the probability that the allegedly corrupt act will be known to
voters. In addition, whether electoral punishment is more likely in local and regional
elections than in national elections is unclear and likely to be context-specific. In localities
where clientelism is prominent, voters may be able to punish political machines that do
not deliver on promises, but on the other hand, the monitoring of votes may diminish
the chance that a corrupt political machine would be voted out of power. Whether or not
clientelism is present, voters are likely to have greater ease in seeing the provision of pub-
lic services and if corruption is undermining efficiency and quality of services. However,
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as deSousa and Moriconi (2013, p.482) point out, in most countries, mayors spend but do
not tax and voters are more likely to be hostile to those levying taxes.

The screening of candidates, either by parties or electoral entry rules can also prevent
potential candidates involved in corruption from entering the political arena. Scholars
have pointed out the higher entry barriers of single- or multi-member districts relative
to proportional representation systems, the absence of party list voting, and high party
competition all increase electoral accountability and reduce the likelihood of corrupt can-
didates having a place on the ballot (deSousa and Moriconi, 2013; Persson, Tabellini, and
Trebbi, 2003; Kunicová and Rose-Ackerman, 2005; Kurer, 2005; Myerson, 1993).

Socioeconomic and Other External Factors

To date, very little work has been done on the extent to which voters hold politicians
accountable for corruption when in different socioeconomic conditions. The lack of lit-
erature is understandable; approaching this question in a causal manner presents chal-
lenges since economic conditions can be correlated with many other factors. In comparing
the reaction of voters to economic conditions in Sweden (a low corruption country) and
Moldova (a high corruption country), Klašnja and Tucker (2013) find that Swedish vot-
ers punish corrupt politicians equally, irrespective of the economy. Moldovan voters, by
contrast, are more likely to punish allegedly corrupt politicians when the economic con-
ditions are more challenging. The economy is a proxy for performance of the politician,
and perhaps not surprisingly, voters in more difficult economic conditions are more likely
to assign blame to incumbents for an economic downturn. Moreover, the corrupt act –
especially it involves private enrichment – can accentuate inequality and create greater
resentment when an elite politician enriches himself while citizens are suffering during
difficult economic times. When economic times are good, voters are more likely to be
attracted to the politician’s competence and even believe that the officeholder should stay
in power for the prosperous economy to continue (deSousa and Moriconi, 2013).

1.6 Conclusion
Taken together, this chapter offers an in-depth look at when and why voters punish cor-
rupt politicians. The framework includes inter-play of macro- and micro-levels that work
to determine whether voters will punish or support allegedly corrupt politicians. The
complex inter-play of political, economic, and social forces suggests that variation in voter
response to corruption should not be seen solely as a valence issue as a number of schol-
ars have done in the past (D. E. Stokes, 1963; Ansolabehere and Jr., 2000; J. Green, 2007;
M. Clark, 2009; Curini and Martelli, 2010; Curini, 2015).
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Chapter 2

When Do Voters Punish Corrupt
Politicians?

(with F. Daniel Hidalgo and Yuri Kasahara)

2.1 Introduction
When do voters punish corrupt politicians? The question has important implications
for institutions intended to keep politicians accountable. Electoral accountability is often
perceived to be an important means of reducing incentives of politicians to engage in cor-
ruption. While there is a vast literature about the consequences of corruption (Johnston,
1986; Mauro, 1995; Olken, 2005), the literature focused on the causes of non-corrupt gov-
ernments is still nascent. As Adserà, Boix, and Payne (2003, p. 446) succinctly state: “[i]n
contrast to the mounting scholarly research on the consequences of good governance, our
knowledge about what causes governments to be clean and efficient is still at its infancy.”
One precondition for electoral accountability is sufficient knowledge by the citizenry of
politicians’ records. When voters are informed about accusations of corruption, most as-
sume that voters will punish the corrupt candidates. This paper shows that information
about candidate corruption given to voters can indeed result in the politician being pun-
ished by voters, but that some candidates are more accountable to voters when it comes to
corruption than others. The degree to which voters view corruption as important to their
decision-making can vary substantially and, furthermore, can be correlated with political
cleavages. As a result, we show that increased transparency can have divergent parti-
san consequences, even when two competing candidates have corruption convictions.
Previous studies that merely treat corruption as a valence issue are likely to overlook this
important dimension of the effects that corruption information can have on the electorate.

We find that when voters view corruption as important, then the increased provision of
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information can induce supporters of the corrupt candidate to abstain. Our results estab-
lish that transparency can suppress turnout even in the presence of mandatory voting,
demonstrating that in some cases, voters are willing to bear costs not to vote. Addition-
ally, despite a number of papers that have shown that corruption is not a salient issue
in the consciousness of many voters in the developing world (Anderson and Tverdova,
2003; Chang and Golden, 2004; Rennó, 2007; Almeida, 2008), we find, under certain con-
ditions, it still remains an important determinant of voting behavior.1 While a host of
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), international organizations, and governments
have initiated various efforts to increase transparency and government accountability in
elections, few have analyzed the impact of these initiatives in terms of their effect on elec-
toral behavior in a manner that allows one to make valid causal inferences. Our study
presents a step toward accomplishing such a goal, shedding light on the conditions un-
der which corruption may or may not be subject to voter sanction.

In this study, we conduct a field experiment during the 2008 mayoral run-off election in
São Paulo, Brazil, the seventh largest city in the world. In our study, to our knowledge the
first field experiment involving elections in Latin America, we exploit the fact that both
candidates in the run-off election had been convicted of corruption and inform selected
voters of these convictions via the distribution of fliers. We randomly assigned whether
or not households in the vicinity of a given polling station receive fliers containing the
information. The experimental design allows us to make inferences with a high degree of
internal validity about the effect of information on voting behavior, and unlike previous
studies, we are able to examine the effects not only of the incumbent, but also of the
challenger.

Specifically, we take advantage of a unique set of events that took place during the elec-
tion period. The Brazilian Magistrates Association (Associação dos Magistrados Brasileiros,
or AMB) published a document called the Dirty List (Lista Suja), which listed politicians
running in the 2008 elections who had convictions involving impropriety while in gov-
ernment office. Both candidates running in the election for mayor of São Paulo – Gilberto
Kassab of the Democratic Party (DEM) and Marta Suplicy of the Worker’s Party (PT) –
appeared on the AMB’s Dirty List. During the week prior to the elections, we adminis-
tered two treatments: the first was a flier informing voters that Kassab appeared on the
Dirty List and gave information about the nature of his conviction, and the second was
a flier that did the same for Suplicy. We then randomly assigned voting precincts that
would receive the Kassab or Suplicy flier, and also had a control group of precincts that
did not receive the flier. In all, households in the vicinity of 100 precincts received the
Kassab flier, another set of households in the vicinity of 100 precincts received the Suplicy

1Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2013), in a nationally representative survey experiment in Brazil, similarly
find that voters tend to reject corrupt politicians when information about the corruption is delivered in a
specific, credible, and accessible manner.
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flier, and 200 precincts were in the control group. In the week prior to the election, we
distributed a total of 187,177 fliers to individual households. To measure the effect of the
intervention, we examined electoral outcomes.2

Our results varied by individual candidate. The Kassab flier had no effect on vote choice,
number of spoiled ballots or on turnout. The Suplicy flier, by contrast, moved votes on
average relative to the control group by 2.6 percentage points, had no effect on spoiled
ballots, and a negative 1.8-1.9 percentage point average treatment effect on voter turnout.
The turnout results are particularly surprising given that Brazil has mandatory voting.
We believe the results of our study suggest limits to theories positing that more informed
voters are more likely to turn out (Wolfinger and Rosenstone, 1980; Palfrey and Poole,
1987; Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1996).

To explain these divergent effects measured using aggregate vote returns in our field ex-
periment, we rely on individual-level data from a survey and an embedded experiment
that we fielded the week after the election. We find that Suplicy’s and Kassab’s voters do
not differ in intensity of support, ex-ante knowledge about the corruption accusations, or
the degree to which they view the accusations as serious. We do find, however, that Su-
plicy’s voters place much greater importance on corruption when evaluating candidates
than do Kassab’s supporters. Not only do Suplicy supporters claim that a candidate’s
record on corruption is important to them at higher rate than Kassab voters, but we also
find that they are much more sensitive to corruption accusations in our survey experi-
ment. Kassab supporters do not change their evaluation of Kassab when they learn about
his placement on the Dirty List. Suplicy voters, however, do judge their favored candi-
date more negatively upon learning about her record, which is consistent with our field
experiment findings. Overall, these contrasting results place important scope conditions
on when information campaigns are likely to increase accountability through the demo-
cratic process.

2.2 Corruption Information and Voting Behavior
An important precondition for electoral accountability is whether or not voters have ac-
cess to information about corrupt behavior of public officials, which may prompt them
to vote against such candidates on election day. A theoretical literature focused on the
effects of information on voting behavior concludes that under certain conditions, infor-
mation improves accountability to mass publics (Alvarez, 1998; Lupia and McCubbins,
1998; Przeworski, S. C. Stokes, and Manin, 1999; Besley and Burgess, 2002). However, the
empirical literature is still relatively scant on understanding the conditions under which

2We obtained data from the São Paulo Regional Electoral Tribunal (Tribunal Regional Eleitoral, or TRE).
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information about corruption results in electoral accountability.3 Making valid causal
inferences about information effects is difficult, in large part because availability of infor-
mation about the corruption of politicians is confounded by factors such as socioeconomic
status and partisanship. A number of studies with non-experimental data that attempt to
examine the effects of corruption charges on electoral performance find only modest ef-
fects (J. Peters and Welch, 1980; McCann and Dominguez, 1998).4 In a study of municipal
governments in Brazil, Ferraz and Finan (2008), exploiting randomized corruption audits,
find relatively large effects that ultimately decrease the probability of incumbent politi-
cians being reelected. Their important work, which examines the effects municipal-level
corruption audits, however, does not include candidate-specific treatments, and their in-
tervention also only involves incumbent politicians.

Field experiments that examine the effects of corruption on voting behavior have only re-
cently emerged in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, our experiment conducted
in October 2008; Banerjee, D. Green, et al. (2010)’s and Banerjee, Kumar, et al. (2010)’s
studies in India, conducted in March-April 2007 and December 2008, respectively; and
Chong et al. (2015)’s work, conducted in Mexico in June and October 2009, are among
the first field experiments that attempt to randomize informing voters about politicians’
performance in order to examine the effects on voting behavior. Focusing on the con-
sequences of transparency for incumbent electoral performance, these other studies have
generally found that revelations about corruption have negligible effects on incumbent
vote share relative to challengers’ vote share. The effects on turnout have been more
mixed. The Banerjee, Kumar, et al. (2010) study found that distribution of information
about the criminal records of New Delhi politicians increased turnout by about 3.6 per-
centage points. Chong et al. (2015), on the other hand, found a negative effect of 4 per-
centage points when voters are given information about corruption from government
corruption audits in municipalities with highly corrupt incumbents.

Revealing the corruption record of a candidate could be loosely viewed as a negative
attack, even if it does not come from the opposing campaign. From this perspective, a rel-
evant body of work is the negative campaign advertising literature, which focuses over-
whelmingly on the US context. This largely observational empirical literature has been
inconclusive on the consequences of negative attack ads for candidate electoral perfor-
mance (Lau, Sigelman, and Rovner, 2007), though no studies have focused on advertise-
ments that emphasize corruption. With respect to political participation, Ansolabehere
and Iyengar (1995), initially relying on laboratory experiments, argued that negative ad-

3Notable exceptions include Adserà, Boix, and Payne (2003), Chang (2005), Reinikka and Svensson
(2005), Olken (2007), Ferraz and Finan (2008), Banerjee, D. Green, et al. (2010), and Banerjee, Kumar, et al.
(2010), and Chong et al. (2015).

4One observational study that is an exception is Pereira, Melo, and C. M. Figueiredo (2009), which finds
large negative effects on the probability of reelection when examining the effect of state corruption audits
in the state of Pernambuco, located in northeast Brazil.
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vertising demobilizes the electorate. One of the mechanisms they cite is particularly rel-
evant: negative campaigns could lower the probability of voting for the target of the
attacks without simultaneously increasing the probability of voting for the attacking can-
didate, prompting voters to simply abstain. Thus, while not necessarily provoking vote
switching, negative campaign advertising could still punish targeted candidates via de-
creased turnout of their supporters. The observational empirical evidence for this con-
tention, however, has been mixed (Finkel and Greer, 1998) and has not been tested exper-
imentally by examining actual turnout behavior.

The contrasting results of these studies motivate important questions about the mecha-
nisms that explain variation in the voting behavior in these different contexts. Whether or
not a voter actually changes his behavior due to the revelation of information will depend
on a number of factors, but a useful framework for explaining heterogenous effects is the
spatial model of elections (Enelow and Hinich, 1984). The spatial model underscores the
important mechanism of how political factors such as ideological attachments can medi-
ate the effect of corruption information in the minds of voters. Voters receiving a large
amount of subjective utility from a particular candidate’s victory (“core” supporters) will
be unlikely to change their vote or abstain unless the corruption charge is particularly se-
rious or they place a high degree of importance on corruption in their vote decision. For
more marginal (“swing”) supporters, however, revelation about corruption is more likely
to push voters to either abstain, cast a spoiled ballot, or switch their vote to the opposing
party. When the costs of voting relative to abstaining are high, then marginal supporters
who learn about corruption charges are particularly likely to abstain. Following a similar
logic, learning about corruption could mobilize non-voters to vote for the opposition, as
the difference in utility between abstaining and voting for the opposition would decrease
after the information revelation.

Under this spatial framework, one would expect that the effects of experimental inter-
ventions revealing information about corruption would depend upon the distribution of
core and swing voters in the electorate, as well as the importance supporters and non-
voters place on corruption.5 If the proportion of marginal supporters is large, then one
would expect that the revelation of corruption information would induce abstention (if
the costs of voting relative to abstention are high) or casting spoiled ballots (if the costs
of voting relative to abstention are low) or even vote switching. Casting spoiled ballots
is a particularly attractive strategy for disappointed marginal voters when fines for ab-
stention are substantial in countries with mandatory voting. Similarly, if voters place a
high degree of importance on corruption as an issue, then increased transparency could
induce many core supporters to abstain, spoil their ballot, or change their vote. On the

5Another important background condition that could explain divergent effects is pre-existing percep-
tions of the candidate’s propensity to engage in corruption. If voters already believe that a given candidate
is corrupt or know about the specific allegations, then increased transparency is unlikely to affect behavior
since voters’ decisions have already incorporated this information.
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other hand, if there are many abstainers with sympathies for the opposition party, then
increasing information about corruption could induce these citizens to vote on election
day and thus increase total turnout. The key point is that the aggregate effect of infor-
mation revelation on turnout and vote shares will depend on the ex-ante distribution of
voters’ preferences, the relative importance of corruption in voters’ decision-making, and
the cost of abstention relative to voting.

This discussion suggests that the effects of corruption revelation could vary by candidate,
even if both are equally corrupt. If two candidates accused of corruption compete against
each other, as is the case in our study, the impact of information revelation about each
candidate’s record could vary substantially because of any one of these factors. We offer
evidence that partisan attachments can overlap with corruption preferences – a factor the
extant literature on corruption overlooks – and can be an important mediating variable
that shape whether voters punish corrupt politicians. Of course, while we have empha-
sized factors linked to the distribution of voter preferences, other variables such as can-
didate skill and background could shape voters’ reaction to increased information. The
existing experimental literature has largely ignored heterogeneity across different types
of candidates, despite the fact it is quite likely that candidates’ susceptibility to increased
transparency is likely to depend on the contextual factors we have highlighted. In the fol-
lowing analysis, we pay particular attention how candidates’ supporters differ and how
these differences affect their response to increased information.

2.3 The Brazilian Electoral Context

São Paulo’s 2008 Municipal Elections and the AMB’s Lista Suja

On October 26, 2008, Kassab and Suplicy ran against each other in the run-off election
for mayor of São Paulo. Kassab, the incumbent mayor, assumed the position in 2006
upon the resignation of José Serra, who became governor of the state of São Paulo and
belonged to the Brazilian Social Democratic Party (PSDB or Partido da Social Democracia
Brasileira). Kassab’s Democratic Party is a center-right party that formerly was the PFL
or Partido da Frente Liberal, one of parties that splintered from ARENA, the official party
of the military regime that held power in Brazil from 1964 until 1985. Suplicy, who was
mayor of São Paulo from 2001 until 2004, served as the Minister of Tourism in the federal
government for a year starting in 2007, before resigning to run for mayor. At the time
of the election, President Luiz Inácio da Silva (Lula), a co-partisan of Suplicy, enjoyed
widespread popularity; however, other PT candidates did not maintain the same level of
support.

Suplicy’s party, the PT, was traditionally associated with both leftist ideology and clean
and participatory governance (Samuels, 2004). While the party moderated its ideologi-
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cal positions over time, the PT deliberately cultivated its brand as a party with a more
ethical mode of governance and its leaders stressed the need for broader participation
of the citizenry and civil society in policymaking (Hunter, 2010, p. 84). The PT heavily
criticized Brazil’s other major parties as corrupt and clientelistic and at least some of PT
candidates’ success could be attributed to the fact that they developed an image of pro-
moting transparency in government. The São Paulo branch of the PT contributed to the
creation of this brand in the early 1990s when Suplicy’s former husband, Eduardo Supl-
icy, a federal senator, spearheaded corruption investigations against numerous municipal
officials, including four past presidents of the city council (Hunter, 2010, p. 85). The PT’s
reputation for clean government, however, has been tarnished in recent years by national
scandals involving bribery of legislators (such as the Mensalão scandal in 2005) and illegal
campaign finance schemes involving contracts of the state-controlled oil company, Petro-
bras, revealed in 2014. In the case of Mensalo, the national-wide broadcasted trial that
led top PT politicians to jail was conducted only in 2012, thus the negative impacts on the
reputation of the party as anti-corruption were not widely disseminated at the time we
conducted this research.

The brand of Kassab’s party, the Democratic Party (DEM, formerly known as the PFL),
was less distinctive than the PT’s. Nominally a center-right party, the DEM was partic-
ularly strong in the poorer states in the Brazilian Northeast and its major leaders were
frequently associated with extensive use of patronage while in office. The party did not
have a notable anti-corruption record, given its image of being composed of “traditional”
politicians with more particularistic styles of governance. One major blemish on its na-
tional record related to corruption was the party’s strong support for the failed presidency
of Fernando Collor de Mello, who resigned in the wake of an influence peddling scandal
involving one of his main advisors. In São Paulo, the local DEM party supported the
administration of Paulo Maluf, a two-time mayor of the city who was later convicted
of corruption charges involving illegal government contracts, and is associated with the
phrase rouba mas faz (he robs, but he gets things done). Perhaps because of its past record,
Kassab did not tend to emphasize his party in his campaign appeals and instead stressed
his technocratic credentials and experience in government.

The AMB, the main professional association for Brazilian judges, established the Dirty
List in order to publicize the corruption proceedings of candidates seeking political office.
The Dirty List has generated controversy in Brazil, in terms of the criteria that one must
meet to be on it and for selectively ignoring proceedings against politicians (Barros de
Mello and Bragon, 2008). For example, the AMB’s decision to include candidates that
have been absolved by a court drew criticism from a number of judges and legal scholars.
Gilmar Mendes, the president of the Federal Supreme Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal, or
STF), for instance, declared the Dirty List as populist and politicized (D’Agostino, 2008).

The AMB included Kassab on the Dirty List because a court convicted him of “admin-
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istrative impropriety” in 1997. At the time, Kassab served as the Secretary of Planning
for the City of São Paulo. The case, launched by public prosecutors in São Paulo, ac-
cused Celso Pitta, mayor at the time, and his staff, which included Kassab, of taking out
an advertisement paid for with municipal funds in which they allegedly defended their
own “personal interests” in newspapers while they were under investigation. A lower
court held that Kassab was guilty, but the decision was overturned on appeal. The public
prosecutor appealed this decision, but it had yet to be resolved at the time of the election.
Despite objections from the Kassab campaign, the AMB kept him on the Dirty List.

Suplicy’s conviction was based on more serious charges. In 2005, a São Paulo court con-
victed her of inappropriately giving a R$2 million (approximately US$840,000 at the time
of the election) no-bid contract to the Sexual Orientation Research Work Group (Grupo de
Trabalho e Pesquisa em Orientação Sexual, or GTPOS), an NGO focused on advocacy for and
increasing awareness of sexual orientation issues. The municipality awarded the contract
to GTPOS to train São Paulo school teachers in issues pertaining to sexual orientation.
Suplicy founded the NGO in 1990 and served as its honorary chairman until 2000 (Mer-
coPress 2005). At the time of the election, the decision was under appeal.

Corruption featured prominently in the campaign, as both candidates accused each other
of engaging in improprieties while in elected office, particularly after the first round
which Kassab won with 34 percent of the vote versus Suplicy’s share of 33 percent. Su-
plicy’s campaign in particular emphasized corruption. In one Suplicy television adver-
tisement, for example, Kassab was accused of using public funds for electoral purposes.
Suplicy went so far as to petition the election authorities to make Kassab ineligible for
re-election because of alleged politicized distribution of public benefits. Kassab’s attacks
tended to focus on Suplicy’s record on public works when she was mayor between 2000
and 2004, but his campaign also raised corruption as an issue. In fact, Kassab’s cam-
paign, early in the election period before he was placed on the Dirty List, attacked Su-
plicy for being declared as “dirty” by the AMB. Despite the closeness of the first round,
polls showed Kassab with a consistent lead throughout the second-round campaign and
he subsequently won with a decisive 60 percent of the vote.

Mandatory Voting In addition to the context-specific factors that took place during the
2008 municipal elections, mandatory voting also plays an important role in the electoral
behavior of Brazilian voters. Although Brazil maintains a system of mandatory voting,
absenteeism rates in recent elections have hovered around 15 to 20 percent nationally.6

Specifically, citizens are required to vote from age 18 to 70, with some exceptions. Voting
is voluntary from ages 16 to 18, and for those 70 or older.

6These rates contrast with a number of other countries that maintain mandatory voting including coun-
tries like Argentina, Australia, Belgium, and New Zealand, all of which have voter absenteeism rates in
single-digit percentages.
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Those who fail to vote without justifying their absence within 60 days are required to pay
a small fine ranging from R$1.05 to R$3.51 (approximately US$0.44 to US$1.47). Non-
pecuniary costs of absenteeism borne by the voter include the time involved in a three-
step process to pay a fine in which the voter typically must: (1) go to the local electoral
notary (cartorio eleitoral) and obtain a paper stating they are fined, (2) go to a bank to
pay the fine, and (3) return to the electoral notary showing that he or she paid the fine.
Until the fine is paid, citizens are barred from applying for government jobs and other
services, such as receiving or renewing their passport or driver’s licenses, or requesting
loans with public funds. It is important to note that public services affected by unjustified
abstentions tend to be important to middle class and educated voters, not working class
and poor voters.7 A voter is not penalized for absenteeism if he or she is out of town on
election day (Brazil does not have absentee voting); voters may also file a form with a
judge giving the reason why they did not vote in the election within 60 days. Electoral
judges have discretion to determine whether the excuse is legitimate or not.

2.4 Research Design
Our empirical strategy for understanding how voters respond to information about a
candidate’s record on corruption relies on three distinct components: a survey, a field
experiment, and a survey experiment. Before presenting estimated effects of informa-
tion revelation on behavior in an election, we present basic descriptive statistics from a
post-election survey that provides useful context for understanding our findings. Subse-
quently, we present results from the field experiment and then show survey experimental
evidence that supplement our findings from the field experiment.

We conducted the research in São Paulo for a number of reasons. First, it was the only city
in which both candidates in the run-off election appeared on the Dirty List. We received
funding from non-profit U.S. universities, and U.S. law prohibits political advocacy of
candidates in elections by non-profit (501(c)(3)) organizations.8 As a result, we treated
the same number of precincts and produced the same flier design for both candidates.
Second, São Paulo is the financial center of Brazil, and the city’s mayor carries significant
weight in Brazilian politics. The 2008 election had an ex-governor of the state of São Paulo
and the runner-up presidential candidate in the 2006 election; in addition, Brazil’s most
recently elected democratic presidents (Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Luiz Inácio da
Silva (Lula)) maintain strong ties to the city. Finally, as a result of São Paulo’s immense
size it is the largest city in Brazil and the seventh largest in the world with an estimated
population of 11 million and 8,198,282 voters in 2008 within the municipality itself the

7Additionally, welfare payments are not suspended as a result of absenteeism.
8For a more in-depth treatment of this issue, please see the discussion of legal and ethical issues in

Appendix I.
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city offers considerable heterogeneity in the education and socioeconomic status of indi-
vidual voters.

Did Voters Already Know About the Dirty List?

A necessary, but insufficient, condition for information about candidates’ corruption record
to have an effect on voting behavior is voter ignorance about the candidates’ placement
on the Dirty List. To find out whether or not voters already knew about the accusations,
in the week after the election, we conducted a survey (N=200) of São Paulo residents liv-
ing near polling stations in the field experiment control group with the aim of obtaining
information on voters’ pre-treatment knowledge of the Dirty List, as well as their opin-
ions related to corruption in government. Since the treatment was never administered
in these precincts, knowledge among surveyed voters should reflect knowledge among
voters prior to the intervention. We used cluster sampling, in which we chose 20 con-
trol group precincts, and then randomly sampled ten households with the vicinity of the
selected precincts.

Was the São Paulo electorate aware of the Dirty List and the fact that the two major can-
didates were included on it? Our survey data suggests that this is not the case as only
25 percent of respondents answered that they had heard of the Dirty List. Of those who
knew about the Dirty List, only 48 percent knew that both candidates were on it, 30 per-
cent identified only Suplicy as being on the Dirty List, and 22 percent identified only
Kassab as being on the Dirty List. Thus, only 12 percent of all respondents could cor-
rectly place both Kassab and Suplicy on the Dirty List. Given this relatively low level of
knowledge, informing voters potentially could change their views of the candidates and
consequently their behavior on election day.

2.5 Behavioral Responses to Increased Information: Field
Experimental Evidence

The Intervention

To inform voters of the corruption convictions of politicians, we designed two fliers – one
for each candidate in the run-off election. The fliers are pictured in Figure 1 with their
respective translations.9 The flier design incorporates aspects of political propaganda
that are similar to other political marketing material in Brazil, while also intending to

9The fliers were designed in consultation with a local graphics designer and political experts, with
reference to a large sample of electoral propaganda. We also consulted with experts in constructing the
design of the flier. In addition, we informally conducted semi-structured interviews with two dozen voters
to get their reaction to various flier prototypes. Based on the responses of these individuals, we developed
finalized versions of the fliers that would be used in the field and survey experiments.
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have credibility in the information it is conveying. Both fliers have newspaper articles
from Folha de São Paulo, one of the country’s most respected periodicals, detailing the
corruption allegations of each candidate. We also included the case numbers of each
court case to increase the credibility of the information in the fliers.
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Figure 2.1: The Fliers
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The Unit of Analysis and the Randomization Group

The unit of analysis for the experiment is the local de votação, or voting precinct. Voting
precincts are the smallest units for which we could administer a treatment, while obtain-
ing vote share data for individual candidates and turnout data for voters. In selecting the
group of precincts in the randomization group, we made a number of decisions based
on our substantive interests and logistical constraints. We chose 400 of São Paulo’s 1,759
precincts utilizing a constraint optimization algorithm that operated as follows:

(1) selected a relatively even mix of precincts based on the vote choice in previous elec-
tions. The specific covariates are discussed in greater detail in the next section.
(2) chose precincts to maintain a relatively even mix of poor, lower middle class, and mid-
dle class precincts.
(3) maximized the distance between the treatment and control groups in order to mini-
mize the potential for cross-over violations.
(4) selected the smallest polling locations in order to maximize statistical power.
(5) limited the geographic areas of polling locations to the north, east, and south zones of
São Paulo. Due to budget constraints, the delivery company we used to deliver the fliers
limited us to three geographic zones in São Paulo. These three zones best satisfied the
other criteria on which we selected the precincts in the randomization group.
(6) included precincts in areas with a high penetration of individual household units with
individual mailboxes. We intentionally avoided areas with a high percentage of high-
rise and mid-rise apartment buildings, because of the high likelihood of fliers not being
delivered by doormen or other personnel who would control access to the buildings.

To reduce the risk of interference across experimental units, we ensured that precincts in
the study were not closer than half a mile from other precincts in the study.10 After en-
suring some amount of distance between the experimental precincts, we grouped them
into blocks of two based on longitude, latitude, PT vote share in the 2004 mayoral elec-

10It is true that despite our precautions, some interference (sometimes referred to as “SUTVA” viola-
tions) could have occurred. The most plausible scenario is that a resident in a treatment precinct could have
informed a voter living in a control precinct about the content of the flier. While we think that such viola-
tions were likely to have been few given that the election occurred only a few days after the distribution
of the fliers, any interference that did occur would most likely result in downwardly biased (towards zero)
treatment effect estimates. Under the assumption that receiving a flier with negative information about the
candidate would not induce voters to vote for the candidate, our treatment effect is a lower bound on the
true average treatment effect. More precisely, if the effect of receiving the flier on whether or not a voter
votes for the candidate is non-positive in both treatment households and control households that inadver-
tently receive the information on the flier through interference, then reported treatment effect estimates of
the average treatment effect in the absence of interference are downwardly biased. Our estimates would
only overstate the treatment effect in the unlikely scenario that the fliers had opposing effects, i.e. that the
flier caused voters in treatment precincts to vote against the candidate and caused control households to
vote for the candidate. For a precise formulation of bounds in the presence of interference, see Manski
(2011).
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of Voter Precincts
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tions, and PT vote share in the 2006 presidential elections. More specifically, we matched
precincts to their nearest neighbor on a Mahalanobis distance metric. Within blocks, each
precinct had an equal probability of being selected into treatment. Figure 2 shows a map
of São Paulo with the distribution of precincts in the treatment and control groups.

Flier Delivery

In order to deliver the fliers, we hired a direct marketing firm with extensive experience
delivering marketing and political propaganda for prominent multinational and local re-
tailers and political candidates. The firm delivered the fliers from October 22-25, 2008
(over the four days prior to the election), and had a number of enforcement measures in
place to make sure that the correct fliers were delivered to households.11

Unlike in the United States, Brazilian voters are allowed to choose any voting precinct
within an electoral zone located where he or she resides. In 2008, the municipality of São
Paulo had 1,759 precincts located in 57 electoral zones. Unfortunately, in Brazil, data is
not publicly available for the precincts to which voters are zoned. We spoke to political
consultants and experts in voting behavior who stated that approximately 70 to 95 per-
cent of voters vote at the location closest to their house in São Paulo. As a result, we were
unable to determine the precise households that belonged to the voting precinct. Voters
are, however, only able to vote in the precinct in which they are registered. In determin-
ing the appropriate number of households to deliver fliers for a given precinct, we knew
the number of voters that were registered to vote at the precinct. We knew that the aver-
age number of voters per household in São Paulo at the time of the election was 3.1. In
order to be conservative in our estimate of households for a given precinct, we took the
number of voters in the precinct, and divided the number by 2.8 to obtain the number
of households within a precinct to which we would deliver fliers. We also delivered an
additional ten percent of fliers because of the high likelihood of dilution in the immediate
area of the precinct. The direct marketing firm maintained a current database with the
number of individual houses per city block. The delivery firm located the 200 precincts
in the treatment group, and gave maps to the deliverers so that they would “spiral out”
from the precinct delivering all of the fliers with the precinct as the center of a radius.
Supervisors dropped off delivery personnel at the voting precinct (which almost always
was a school). In the weeks after the election, we also asked respondents in the treatment
group the distance they lived from their voting precinct, and 63.9 percent stated that they

11First, the overwhelming majority of deliverers had worked with the firm previously, and had thus
established a working relationship with the firm. Second, supervisors monitored deliverers and also per-
formed random checks of mailboxes to ensure that the proper fliers were delivered. Third, delivery per-
sonnel carried hand radios and were monitored by a supervisor based at the office of the direct marketing
firm. This supervisor had himself been a deliverer and had good local knowledge of the appropriate time
it would take to complete a delivery route. Finally, the firm gave our research team unfettered access to
monitor their work. We therefore conducted our own random checks of mailboxes to make sure the correct
fliers were delivered and also accompanied the supervisors during the delivery.
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lived 1 kilometer or less from their polling location, and 77.5 percent reported living less
than 2 kilometers away from their polling location.

As a result of the imprecision with which we were able to deliver the treatment, we be-
lieve that our treatment effects most likely underestimated the impact of the treatment.
While the vast majority of voters assigned to a given precinct live in the immediate vicin-
ity of the precinct’s polling station, the small number of voters who live far from the
polling station—most likely because they never bothered to change their registration af-
ter moving—would not have received the flier. Furthermore it is possible that some of the
residents who received fliers actually voted in a control precinct, which would further at-
tenuate our estimate. Because we do not have precise data on which voters no longer live
near their precinct’s polling station, we can only estimate an “intent-to-treat” effect that
is likely to be lower in magnitude than the effect among those who actually received the
flier.

Descriptive Statistics and Baseline Balance

Box plots showing the distributions of the data used in the analyses below are presented
in Figure 3. Consistent with the overall election results though with a smaller spread be-
tween the two candidates, the center-right candidate, Gilberto Kassab, received about 14
percentage points more of the vote than the center-left candidate from the PT.12 Further-
more, turnout is high, with an average of 83 percent of registered voters casting a ballot.
To check baseline balance on observables, as well as to improve precision in some of our
estimates, we also use election data from the most recent past elections.

To check if our randomization procedure was successful, we examined whether pre-
existing differences existed across treatment and control precincts. As is well known, in
expectation there will be no differences between treatment assignment groups, but for any
given randomization, some imbalances can remain. To check baseline balance, we con-
ducted simple difference-in-means tests across thirteen baseline covariates. The covari-
ates include voting outcomes from previous elections, as well as voting results from the
first round of the 2008 election. In addition to testing balance on each variable separately,
we use an omnibus test found in Hansen and Bowers (2008) that jointly appraises balance
on each covariates, as well as their linear combinations.13 Table 2.1 shows the results for
each separate variable, reporting mean differences, standard errors of the difference, t-test
p-values, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test p-values. For twelve of the thirteen covari-
ates, we find no substantial imbalances. The number of voters variable, however, exhibits

12In the actual election, Kassab received 60.7 percent of the vote, while Suplicy received 39.3 percent of
the vote.

13The omnibus statistic, called as d2 in Hansen and Bowers (2008), is a weighted sum of squares of
differences in means, though in our application, the weights are constant. This statistic has a large sample
χ2 distribution.
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Figure 2.3: Descriptive statistics for the field experiment.
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some imbalance, with a mean difference of 298 additional voters in treatment precincts
versus control. In some of our analyses below, we check the robustness of our findings
to adjust for this imbalance. The omnibus test which tests the hypothesis of no differ-
ence on any of the baseline variables, as well their linear combinations, has a p-value of
0.17. Thus, while we find some imbalance on the number of registered voters, on all other
variables, treatment and control are statistically indistinguishable overall.

Table 2.1: Balance on Baseline Variables (N=400)

Variable Mean Diff Standard Error t-Test p-Value KS-test p-Value
Number of Registered Voters -298.38 133.42 0.03 0.09
PT Mayor Vote % (2004) -0.32 0.98 0.74 0.54
PT Pres. Vote % (2006) 0.07 1.12 0.95 0.86
PT Congress Vote % (2006) -0.06 0.72 0.93 0.99
PSDB Congress Vote % (2006) 0.32 0.63 0.62 0.14
1st Round Suplicy Vote % (2008) -1.10 1.37 0.42 0.54
1st Round Kassab Vote % (2008) 0.14 0.74 0.86 0.79
1st Round Blank Vote % (2008) -0.02 0.08 0.78 0.92
1st Round Invalid Vote % (2008) -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.79
1st Round Turnout % (2008) 0.20 0.32 0.52 0.18
PT City Council Vote % (2008) -0.65 0.83 0.43 0.54
PSDB City Council Vote % (2008) 0.86 0.60 0.15 0.33
DEM City Council Vote % (2008) 0.22 0.44 0.62 0.47

Results

We present two sets of results for each of our three dependent variables: vote share,
turnout, and spoiled ballots. Our quantity of interest is the average treatment effect on
precincts, not individual voters, as individual level data is unavailable. The first estima-
tor is the simple “intent-to-treat” estimator, which is the average within-block difference
in treatment and control precinct means. Our second set of estimates are from a simple
linear regression of the outcome variable on a treatment indicator, a vector of covariates,
and block dummy variables. The model we estimate is as follows:

Yi = β0 + β1Ti +
K−1

∑
k=1

γkBki + λ1X1 + λ2X2 + ui

Yi is the outcome of interest, Ti is the treatment indicator, X1 and X2 are two pre-treatment
covariates, and ui is the disturbance term. To account for the fact that randomization
occurred within matched pairs or blocks (k), we add fixed effects (Bki) for all but one
matched pair. Since we are interested in the separate effects of each type of flier, we
estimate this model separately for the Suplicy intervention and the Kassab intervention.
We adjust for two covariates: PT vote share in the 2004 mayoral election and the number
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of registered voters in the precinct. 2004 PT vote share is an important covariate because it
is highly predictive of our outcome variables and can potentially increase the precision of
our estimates. We also adjust for number of voters because we detected some imbalance
in this covariate after randomization, as discussed in the previous section. Finally, all
standard errors account for heteroskedasticity, as “robust” standard errors are used in
covariate adjusted results and the intent-to-treat estimates do not assume equal variance
across treatment conditions.

Table 2.2: The effect of distributing information on corruption convictions involving
Marta Suplicy, the PT mayoral candidate, on election outcomes.

Vote Share (%) Turnout (%) Spoiled Ballots (%)
Estimate -2.6 -2.6 -1.9 -1.8 0.03 0.01

Standard Error 1.99 0.93 0.46 0.45 0.08 0.08
95 % Conf. Int. [-6.5, 1.3] [-4.4, -0.7] [-2.7, -0.9] [-2.7, -0.9] [-0.1, 0.2] [-0.1, 0.2]

p-value 0.2 0.01 0 0 0.72 0.86
Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes
N=200 precincts, with 100 treated units. Estimates without covariates are from the simple ITT estima-
tor. Estimates with covariates are from a linear model, including a treatment indicator, PT vote share
in 2004, total number of registered voters, and block fixed effects.

Table 2.2 presents the effect of the distribution of the fliers with information on the corrup-
tion convictions of the PT mayoral candidate on the vote share of the candidate, turnout,
and spoiled ballots.14 For vote share (votes as a percent of total votes cast), we find a
negative effect of about 2.6 percentage points, which amounts to about 15 percent of a
standard deviation. The 90 and 95 percent confidence intervals of the unadjusted esti-
mate overlaps with 0 (p-value = 0.2), but the adjusted estimate, which is also -2.6 percent-
age points, is statistically significant at conventional levels. While estimated with some
imprecision, this result does suggest that receiving the flier induced some voters who
otherwise would have supported Suplicy to abstain or vote for Kassab.

Our estimates support the hypothesis that providing information about Suplicy’s cor-
ruption convictions lowered the candidate’s vote totals, but where did these votes go?
Theoretically, the lower vote share in treatment precincts could be due to either increased
abstention by Suplicy supporters or vote switching to Kassab by voters who previously
supported the PT candidate. Our data is more consistent with the former story as op-
posed to the latter. When we estimate the effect of the Suplicy intervention on total votes
received by Kassab as a percent of registered voters (not vote share as a percent of ballots

14Spoiled ballots in all presentations of results are measured by the blank votes cast in the election. We
also estimated treatment effects on invalid votes and the sum of invalid votes and blank votes, and found
that all estimates were statistically indistinguishable from 0.
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Table 2.3: The effect of distributing information on corruption convictions involving
Gilberto Kassab, the DEM/PFL mayoral candidate, on election outcomes.

Vote Share (%) Turnout (%) Spoiled Ballots (%)
Estimate 1.9 1.5 0.1 0 -0.05 -0.09

Standard Error 1.87 0.99 0.42 0.41 0.12 0.13
95 % Conf. Int. [-1.8, 5.5] [-0.5, 3.4] [-0.7, 0.9] [-0.8, 0.8] [-0.3, 0.2] [-0.4, 0.2]

p-value 0.32 0.15 0.77 0.95 0.68 0.49
Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes
N=200 precincts, with 100 treated units. Estimates without covariates are from the simple ITT
estimator. Estimates with covariates are from a linear model, including a treatment indicator, PT
vote share in 2004, total number of registered voters, and block fixed effects.

cast), we find an insignificant increase of about 1.5 percentage points (standard error of
1.7). Thus, while it is likely that some Suplicy voters changed their vote and cast a ballot
for Kassab, it would appear that abstention was the primary response by voters to the
intervention.

Further evidence that the intervention affected electoral outcomes primarily through de-
creased turnout is presented in the second two columns of Table 2.2, where we find a
significant negative effect of -1.9 percentage points. This effect estimate represents an av-
erage decline of about 450 voters. Results using covariate adjustment are substantively
equivalent to the unadjusted results (point estimate of -1.8 percentage points). For spoiled
ballots, we find a small positive difference, but both estimates are statistically indistin-
guishable from 0.

This abstention response is particularly surprising given that failing to vote is punished
with fines, albeit very small ones (less than US $2). The fact that turnout is sensitive to
the distribution of a flier suggests that either voters find the fines to be trivial or that the
consequences of not paying the fine are low for many Suplicy voters. Nonvoters who
fail to pay the fine or provide an adequate excuse are prevented from receiving benefits
that are most valuable to educated, middle-class Brazilians such as the ability to renew
a passport and drivers license and eligibility for the civil service. In our survey data,
we found that Suplicy’s base is substantially poorer than Kassab voters, with about half
of Suplicy voters earning less than twice the minimum wage, compared to 30 percent
of Kassab supporters. While we cannot know for sure why voters are willing to bear the
costs of abstention, one possibility is that the punishment for not voting is inconsequential
for a substantial portion of Suplicy’s base. Kassab voters, because of their comparative
education and wealth, are more likely to view the administrative restrictions that result
from abstention as more costly.
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The estimated effects of the distribution of fliers with information on the center-right
candidate of the DEM/PFL are found in Table 2.3. Surprisingly, the point estimate on
the DEM/PFL candidate’s vote share is positive at about 1.5-1.9 percentage points, de-
pending on the specification. This result, however, is estimated rather imprecisely and
consequently not statistically significant at conventional levels. Furthermore, the esti-
mate appears to be somewhat sensitive to covariate adjustment. The estimates for the
other two outcome variables – turnout and spoiled ballots – are small and not statistically
insignificant.15

To contextualize these estimated effects, it is worth comparing their magnitude to effects
documented in other studies using experimentally administered interventions to increase
voters’ awareness about corruption.16 In the Chong et al. (2015) study on Mexican may-
oral elections, a flier campaign informing voters of the result of corruption audit had a
negative overall effect of 1.10 percentage points on turnout or slightly more than half of
what we document. Their flier intervention, however, had a larger turnout effect of -4
percentage points in municipalities with higher rates of corruption and, in contrast to our
findings, had similar effects on both incumbent and challenger supporters. An important
difference between our results and their study, however, is that they informed voters only
about incumbent performance, as well as the fact that abstention in Mexico is not fined.17

In the Banerjee, Kumar, et al. (2010) study in New Delhi that provided voters with “report
cards” on incumbent performance, additional information increased turnout by about 3.6
percentage points, but these leaflets included information on a range of activities. While
the report cards did not have corruption indicators, they did report whether or not the
candidate was a criminal. The effects of the intervention, however, did not vary by can-
didate’s criminal status. Thus, our results are more in line with the Chong et al. (2015)
study, with the important caveat that we compare two candidates in the same municipal-
ity while their study emphasizes comparisons across municipalities.

2.6 Testing Mechanisms: Individual Level Evidence
To understand the heterogeneous behavioral effects of the fliers observed in the aggregate
electoral data, we now turn to individual level data. This data, gathered in the survey,

15The point estimate for the difference in the effect of the two fliers on vote share (with covariates) is 4.1
percent, with a standard error of 1.4. Without covariates, this difference is estimated less precisely but it is
still significant at the 10 percent level. Similarly, the point estimate for the difference in the effect on turnout
between the Suplicy and Kassab fliers—with or without adjusting for covariates—is statistically significant.
For the covariate adjusted estimates, the difference is 1.8 percent with a standard error 0.61.

16In the extensive experimental get-out-the-vote (GOTV) literature on US elections, we are not aware of
studies that provide information about politicians’ corruption records. The literature on the effects of dis-
tributing GOTV leaflets or fliers on turnout suggest very small effects on the order of about 0.5 percentage
points (D. P. Green and Gerber, 2008, p. 51).

17While voting is technically compulsory in Mexico, there are no legal sanctions for not voting.
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described in Section 2.4, contains descriptive data on voters opinions about the corrup-
tion record of each candidate, ex-ante evaluations of the candidates, and the importance
that voters place on corruption in their political decision-making. In addition to collecting
basic attitudinal data, we also use an embedded survey experiment to observe individual
level attitudinal responses to the information contained on the fliers used in the interven-
tion.

As discussed in Section 2, voters may already have existing beliefs about how corrupt
each candidate is and these beliefs will affect their response to new information. If voters
already perceive a candidate to be corrupt, learning about their placement on the Dirty
List may not change their attitudes or their behavior. It is possible, for example, that
voters already assumed that Kassab was corrupt and thus the flier would not affect their
evaluation of the candidate. To check for this possibility, the survey asked voters to rank
each candidate by their perceived level of corruption. On average, voters’ evaluations
of the candidates on this quality differed in that 29 percent of voters identified Suplicy
as the most corrupt candidate, while 20 percent of voters named Kassab. 20 percent of
voters said both were equally corrupt, while another 30 percent stated they did not know.
These figures suggest that while a plurality of voters considered Suplicy the more corrupt
candidate, the vast majority of voters believed the candidates to be equally corrupt or
could not make the comparison. Overall, these figures suggest that the differential effects
we detected in the field experiment are unlikely to be attributable to diverging ex-ante
evaluations of the candidates on the corruption issue as Suplicy, on average, was viewed
as somewhat more corrupt already.

These aggregate figures, however, mask considerable heterogeneity when voters are dis-
aggregated by their past political behavior. Figure 2.4 shows how voters rank each of the
candidates in subgroups defined by their self-reported vote in the run-off for the 2004
mayoral election.18 Suplicy, the incumbent in 2004, lost the election against former pres-
idential candidate José Serra. It is clear that the political leanings of each voter strongly
predicts how voters evaluate each candidate on the corruption issue. 34 percent of voters
who cast a ballot for Suplicy in 2004 viewed Kassab as the more corrupt candidate, while
only 7 percent of Serra voters felt similarly. The views of Suplicy and Serra voters are not
completely symmetric: Serra voters are more likely to believe that Suplicy is more corrupt
(49 percent) than Suplicy voters are to believe that Kassab is more corrupt (34 percent).
As one might predict, voters who abstained or cast a spoiled ballot in the 2004 election
were more likely to claim that each candidate was equally corrupt.

Given the fact that voters’ ex-ante perception of the candidates on corruption varied
18The pattern is very similar if we stratify by 2008 vote choice. We use 2004 vote choice as a stratification

variable to show that heterogeneity in voters’ evaluations coincide with political cleavages that existed
prior to the 2008 election.
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Figure 2.4: Ranking Candidates on Perceived Corruption by Vote in 2004
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markedly by their political leanings, any intervention designed to increase voters’ in-
formation could have highly heterogenous effects depending on the candidate the voter
intends to support. If a Suplicy supporter received information about Suplicy and viewed
the new information as credible, for example, then she might be less inclined to turnout
or cast a ballot for Suplicy. This is especially the case if Suplicy voters were more likely to
be weak supporters of the candidate. Thus, a potentially important distinction between
the two candidates is the intensity of their voters preferences since a candidate with many
weak supporters would likely suffer more as a result of the revelation of information. In
this election, we find no evidence of a divergence in the intensity of preferences among the
supporters of each candidate. To assess this, we asked each voter to rate the candidates
with a 1 to 10 “feeling thermometer” score. The distribution among each candidate’s
voters were almost identical with a mean score of 7.8 for Suplicy among Suplicy voters
(median of 8) and a mean score of 7.6 (median of 8) for Kassab among Kassab voters. The
similarity across the two groups of voters suggests that intensity of preferences is unlikely
to be an explanation for the divergent effects found in the field experiment.
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Even in the absence of differences in the intensity of support across each candidate’s vot-
ers, the effects of information about corruption accusations could diverge if a candidate’s
supporters differ in the importance they place on clean government. There is reason to
believe that divergence would exist given that Suplicy’s party, the PT, has a long history of
emphasizing transparency in government and this may cause voters who care about this
issue to support her. In fact, we do find a marked difference between Suplicy support-
ers and other voters in the importance placed on corruption. For voters who supported
Suplicy, 70 percent professed that when deciding who to vote for in the 2008 election,
corruption was “very important” or “important” in their decision. In contrast, a consid-
erably fewer 48 percent of Kassab supporters said that corruption was “very important”
or “important.” This 22 percentage point difference suggests that Suplicy voters would,
on average, be considerably more sensitive to learning about Suplicy’s placement on the
voters list.

Overall, the findings of the survey suggest that the most substantial difference across
Kassab and Suplicy voters is the weight each candidate’s supporters place on corruption
in their decision making. Perhaps because of the PT’s historical image as not engaging in
the corrupt practices used by other parties, more Suplicy voters than Kassab voters say
that corruption is an important factor when choosing among candidates. This suggests
that learning about one’s preferred candidate’s placement on the Dirty List would have
a larger effect on behavior among Suplicy supporters than Kassab supporters, which is
consistent with the results of the field experiment.

Evidence from a Survey Experiment

To better understand our findings and to take advantage of individual-level data, we
embedded a survey experiment modeled after the field experiment in the post-election
survey discussed in Section 2.4. While we are interested in the overall impact of the fliers
on voter attitudes, the survey experiment also allows us to test some of our hypotheses
explaining the divergent effects found in the field experiment. In particular, we take ad-
vantage of the survey experiment to test our hypothesis that Suplicy’s supporters’ views
are more affected by learning about her placement on the Dirty List than the views of
Kassab’s supporters when they learn about his corruption record.

Working only in field experiment control precincts, we randomly assigned 200 respon-
dents with equal probability to be given the Kassab flier, the Suplicy flier, or a placebo
flier showing basic biographical information for both candidates (shown in Appendix
II).19 After the respondents read the fliers, the interviewers asked the interviewed voters
to “grade” Kassab and Suplicy on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 indicated being strongly

19Like with the field experiment, we checked to see if the randomization procedure achieved reason-
able balance in pre-treatment covariates. We checked for differences on pre-treatment feeling thermometer
scores of the two candidates, self-reported turnout, self-reported vote intention, party identification, presi-
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against the candidate and 10 indicated that the respondent was strongly in favor of the
candidate.

After asking respondents to read the fliers, we asked the interviewed voters about the be-
lievability of the accusations, as well as their seriousness. If voters perceived the Suplicy
accusations to be more believable or serious, then this difference could explain the dis-
parate behavioral response to the fliers. We find no evidence for either explanation. Only
30 percent thought the flier was mostly or completely false; most voters exposed to the
Suplicy flier said that the accusations were mostly or completely true. For those exposed
to the Kassab flier, the proportions are very similar: only 28 percent thought the flier was
mostly or completely false. When it comes to the seriousness of the accusations, once
again there were few differences by flier. 80 percent and 78 percent of voters exposed to
the Suplicy flier and Kassab flier, respectively, thought the accusations were very serious
or serious. The similarity in voters perceptions of the two fliers provides evidence that
differences in the fliers or their content are not an explanation for why the Marta flier was
more effective at changing voting behavior than the Kassab flier.

Table 2.4: Survey experiment results for the Suplicy (PT) and Kassab (DEM/PFL) fliers.

Suplicy vs Placebo Kassab vs Placebo Suplicy vs Kassab
Estimate -0.78 -0.36 -0.54

Standard Error 0.32 0.34 0.42
95 % Conf. Int. [-1.41, -0.15] [-1.03, 0.31] [-1.36, 0.28]

p-value 0.02 0.3 0.2
The dependent variable is the post-treatment minus pre-treatment candidate evaluation on
feeling thermometer on a scale of 0 to 10.

We also examine the overall effects of the fliers on voters’ evaluations of the candidates by
comparing voters’ evaluations of Suplicy (Kassab) when they view the Suplicy (Kassab)
flier versus when they are given the placebo flier. These results are shown in the first
two columns of Table 2.4. The effect of the Suplicy flier on voters’ evaluations of Suplicy
is larger than the effect of the Kassab flier on voters’ evaluations of Kassab, although
the difference between the two effects is not significantly different than 0. After being
exposed to the Suplicy flier, respondents in the treatment group on average adjusted their
evaluations downward by an estimated 0.78 points on a 10-point scale, which amounts to
about 60 percent of a standard deviation. The point estimate for the Kassab flier was an
insignificant -0.36. The third column compares those receiving the Suplicy flier to those
receiving the Kasab flier. The Suplicy flier more negatively affects attitudes, though this

dential vote, and household income. None of the differences across the three different treatment conditions
were statistically significant from each other. The Hansen and Bowers (2008) omnibus test that jointly ap-
praises covariate balance and their linear combinations gives a p-value of 0.56.
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difference is not statistically significant. Overall, these individual-level estimates are in
keeping with the field experiment evidence: the Suplicy flier harms voters evaluations
of her, while the Kassab flier has weaker effects. Thus, the design also contributes to a
nascent literature (Barabas and Jerit, 2010) that examines the external validity of survey
experiments through its pairing of a field experiment with a survey experiment.

Table 2.5: Heterogeneity in survey experiment results for the Suplicy (PT) and Kassab
(DEM/PFL) fliers.

Suplicy vs Placebo Kassab vs Placebo
Non-Suplicy Voters Suplicy Voters Non-Kassab Voters Kassab Voters

Estimate -0.38 -1.29 -1.24 0.42
Standard Error 0.32 0.53 0.5 0.5
95 % Conf. Int. [-1.01, 0.25] [-2.33, -0.25] [-2.22, -0.26] [-0.56, 1.4]

p-value 0.24 0.02 0.02 0.4
n 85 48 62 72

The dependent variable is the post-treatment minus pre-treatment candidate evaluation on feeling ther-
mometer on a scale of 0 to 10.

To test whether or not Suplicy voters respond differently to increased information about
their favored candidate’s corruption record than Kassab voters, we estimated treatment
effects separately in strata defined by vote choice. The first two columns of Table 2.5
show the effect of the Suplicy flier, as compared to the placebo flier, on those who did
not vote for Suplicy and those who did (self-reported). The estimate for Suplicy voters
is more than three times the size of the estimate for Non-Suplicy voters: -1.29 versus -
0.38. Unsurprisingly given the small samples, however, the difference between the two
estimates (the interaction) is not statistically significant. Still, the difference in magnitudes
certainly suggests that Suplicy voters are more sensitive to corruption-related information
than supporters of other candidates.

When we examine heterogeneity in the effect of the Kassab flier, the contrast with the
effect of Suplicy flier is striking. As shown in the third and fourth columns of Table 2.5,
the heterogeneity observed is the opposite of what we found for the Suplicy flier. Kassab
voters who read the flier, on average, give a higher evaluation of the candidate. Although
this estimate is not statistically distinguishable from 0, it is distinguishable from the effect
of the flier among non-Kassab voters. Among non-Kassab voters, reading the Kassab flier
induced a statistically significant 1.24 point decrease in their evaluation of the candidate.
The difference in the size of the effect between Kassab voters and non-Kassab voters is 1.7
points (standard error of 0.7).

Overall, the results from the survey experiment provides further evidence that Suplicy’s
voters have a larger reaction to increased information about their candidate’s corruption
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record than Kassab’s voters. Upon learning of Suplicy’s position on the Dirty List, Supl-
icy’s voters perceive her more negatively, on average. When Kassab voters learn about
their candidate’s placement on the Dirty List, their evaluation of their candidate is essen-
tially unchanged. Furthermore, our survey evidence shows that, when asked, Suplicy’s
base professes to place more importance on corruption than Kassab’s base. It is plausi-
ble that this difference in how each candidate’s voters view the importance of corruption
resulted in a differential behavioral response to the release of information in our field ex-
periment. In general, our evidence indicates that Suplicy’s voters viewed their candidate
more negatively after learning about her record and became more likely to abstain as well
as, to a lesser degree, switch their vote to Kassab. Kassab voters, because they view cor-
ruption as less central to their political decision-making, failed to change their views or
their behavior.

2.7 Conclusion
Good government activists and reformers frequently argue that increased transparency
about politicians’ records can make democratic institutions more effective at incentiviz-
ing clean governance. Increased transparency, the argument typically goes, will induce
voters to punish corrupt politicians at the voting booth and thus better align the inter-
ests of politicians with the electorate. As we document in this work, publicizing a candi-
date’s record on corruption does have the potential to alter voters’ behavior, but its effects
are contingent upon the importance voters place on clean governance in their decision-
making. Furthermore, the degree to which voters view a candidate’s corruption record
as important can be correlated with political cleavages, an important mechanism previ-
ously unexplored in the experimental literature on corruption. As a result, the effects of
increased transparency may result in outcomes wherein one politician may be punished
when his corruption record is revealed while another may not be.

In the case of São Paulo, we document the existence of a partisan cleavage in how vot-
ers perceive the importance of corruption. Furthermore, we argue that this cleavage has
real consequences for the effectiveness of an intervention designed to inform voters about
candidates’ placement on a so-called Dirty List compiled by a civil society organization.
Despite the fact that voters viewed the accusations against each candidate as equal in se-
riousness, our field experimental evidence revealed that only the PT’s candidate, Marta
Suplicy, was punished at the ballot box when voters learned about her placement on the
Dirty List. Data from our public opinion survey and an embedded survey experiment
provides evidence of a mechanism: Suplicy’s supporters are much more sensitive to in-
formation about corruption than are Kassab’s supporters. As a result of this increased
sensitivity, the information provided to voters induced some of Suplicy’s supporters to
abstain and, to a lesser degree, to switch their vote to her opponent.
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An important question raised by these results is why are Suplicy voters more willing to
change their behavior when they learn about their candidate’s record? We speculate that
the PT’s historical cultivation of a brand as a “different” type of party that has a distinct
“mode of governance” (“modo petista de governar”) emphasizing transparency and citizen
participation may have raised PT voters’ expectations on the corruption issue. For many
PT voters, corruption and ethical issues may be central to their political identity. Kassab’s
party, the Democrats (formerly the PFL) if anything, has developed a brand as a party
whose candidates may rob, but “get things done.” As a result, Kassab voters may have
had lower expectations about their candidate’s probity in office and consequently new
information about past misdeeds failed to change their behavior.

More generally, our results suggest voters can develop a “norm of accountability” but
that this norm can be less than universally held. In a different context, S. C. Stokes (2006)
documented variation in the degree to which voters across Argentina abided by informal
voting rules that sanctioned poor performance. In towns where democratic institutions
worked more effectively, voters tended to expect politicians to govern ethically and were
quite willing to withdraw their support when this was not the case. Our findings sug-
gest that this norm of accountability can interact with partisanship and have important
consequences for the outcomes of campaigns where corruption is an issue. The historical
factors that explain how a party becomes particularly trusted on the issue of corruption
and that cause its supporters to vote based on candidates’ corruption records is an impor-
tant area for future research.

One troubling possibility raised by our findings is that increased transparency may disad-
vantage candidates from parties with a reputation for clean governance when they com-
pete against candidates from parties with no such reputation. In the case of Brazil, PT
candidates may be particularly vulnerable to attacks by opposing parties on the corrup-
tion issue. Increased transparency could paradoxically, at least in the short term, reduce
the chances of PT candidates from winning office, even if they tend to be less corrupt than
candidates from parties like the Democrats. Of course, this may be an acceptable outcome
to PT voters, as long as it creates a long-term incentive for PT politicians to govern with-
out resorting to corruption. Still, the heterogeneity across candidates that we document
suggests the possibility that information campaigns can actually increase the incidence of
corruption in government by disproportionately punishing “clean” parties.

It is by no means clear, however, that PT politicians are still less corrupt than non-PT
politicians. In recent years, political observers have actively debated whether or not the
PT has abandoned its historical position as a more ethical party and now is just a normal
(that is a corrupt) party. The outstanding electoral performance of candidate Marina Silva
a former PT politician with a highly praised ethical reputation during the presidential
elections of 2010 and 2014 was likely fueled by former PT voters disappointed with the
partys record on the corruption issue. Moreover, the mass protests against corruption in
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2013 during the presidency of Dilma Roussef from the PT are another important signal
that the party has been losing its ethical reputation. In a recent article, Samuels and Zucco
(2014) suggest the PT has consolidated more of an identity of a party that stands for more
participatory modes of governance and equitable policies than an ethical party. Brazilian
voters in recent elections might react accordingly to this change.

More broadly, our findings suggest that future experimental work on information and
accountability will find varying effects across different political contexts. As we found in
São Paulo, the existence of information effects can depend on highly contextual factors
associated with particular candidates, parties, and the distribution of preferences in the
electorate. Future work on the effects of information on political accountability will need
to address more systematically how these antecedent factors affect voters’ response to
increased transparency. As we have documented, the relationship between information
and accountability is by no means a simple one.
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Chapter 3

Corruption, Policy, Candidate Attributes,
and the Voter’s Decision: Evidence from
a Conjoint Experiment

3.1 Introduction
Despite voters’ distaste for corruption, across the world, corrupt politicians frequently
get reelected. In Romania, more than one quarter of the country’s 41 mayors elected in
the June 2016 election were either under investigation or placed under preventative ar-
rest for corruption (Bucureasa, 2016). In 2014, nearly one third of the members of the
Indian Parliament had criminal cases pending against them (Varghese, 2014). Similarly,
as of May 2016 in Brazil, 59 percent of Senators at the federal level either had convictions
or had a criminal investigation in the past, and roughly the same proportion were in the
same situation in Brazil’s lower house (S. Smith, 2016). This phenomenon is not limited
to developing countries; from 2009 until 2015, 16 New York state legislators had criminal
convictions that included federal corruption, bribery, embezzlement, extortion, tax eva-
sion, and perjury (Craig, Rashbaum, and Kaplan, 2016). In all of these cases, polls showed
high voter dissatisfaction with corruption, yet significant numbers of politicians with cor-
ruption allegations and convictions running against “clean” candidates got reelected.1

In choosing a candidate, voters aggregate preferences across multiple policy issues and
candidate attributes2

1Bucureasa (2016) states in a poll taken two months before the election, “more than 82 per cent of
Romanian voters wouldn’t cast their ballots for a person who is under investigation or on trial on corruption
charges.” Varghese (2014) states that a report by the Association for Democratic Reforms showed that in
India “the [chance] of winning was higher for candidates with criminal cases, compared to the candidates
with a clean record.”

2The literature on preference aggregation in elections is well-established, dating back to the seminal
work of Downs (1957), who drew on Hotelling (1929)’s spatial model of firm competition and Black (1958)’s
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Why do voters keep reelecting corrupt politicians? To what extent do corruption type,
court decisions, candidate attributes and policy positions factor into the voter’s choice
when the voter is faced with a corrupt candidate? Understanding how voters make de-
cisions when faced with a corrupt candidate is a complex process. Voters are forced to
prioritize and aggregate their preferences along numerous dimensions, including candi-
date attributes and policy positions, and ultimately choose a candidate or decide not to
vote.3 When faced with a candidate accused of corruption, that choice often involves
making tradeoffs along other dimensions.

Those tradeoffs have significant implications for electoral accountability and for under-
standing how voters make multidimensional choices. The deleterious effects of corrup-
tion are well-documented4. Corruption erodes trust and legitimacy in democratic insti-
tutions (e.g. Della Porta, 2000; Anderson and Tverdova, 2003), reduces electoral turnout
(e.g. M. F. P. d. Figueiredo and Hidalgo, 2010; Chong et al., 2015; Klašnja, Tucker, and
Deegan-Krause, 2016), and can undermine prospects more broadly for the rule of law
(e.g. Fisman and Miguel, 2007; Klašnja and Tucker, 2013).

This research contributes to a new area of research that seeks to understand the extent
to which voters weigh personal attributes versus policy positions of candidates. While
there is a long-standing literature on the effect of candidate attributes and the extent to
which policy weighs in the voter’s decision, few (if any) studies have weighed the trade-
offs that voters make between candidate attributes and policy positions, especially with
respect to corruption. The very recent literature using conjoint analysis tends to look at
candidate attributes in isolation from policy positions (and vice versa). Horiuchi, D. M.
Smith, and Yamamoto (2016a) and Horiuchi, D. M. Smith, and Yamamoto (2016b) are a
clear example; they authored two insightful recent working papers, with one dedicated
to understanding candidate attributes and the other focused on the policy positions of
parties. Teele et al. (2015) focus exclusively on personal attributes such as gender, age,
number of children, current occupation, years in politics, and spouse’s occupation to the
exclusion of policy.

The research also makes a methodological contribution by using a conjoint experiment to
address the multidimensional preferences that voters have in selecting candidates. Fre-
quently used in consumer marketing, conjoint analysis has only recently been used in
political science. The method is based on the measure theory work by Debreu (1960) and
Luce and Tukey (1964) and discrete choice models developed by McFadden (1974). To
the best of my knowledge, this is the first time that it is being used to examine the ef-
fect of candidate corruption on vote choice, and compares personal attributes with policy

median voter theorem (Dewan and Shepsle, 2011). For reviews of this literature, see Powell (2007) and
Dewan and Shepsle (2011).

3In systems with compulsory voting, there is also a decision as to whether to cast a spoiled ballot.
4For a recent review of this literature, see Rose-Ackerman and Palifka (2016).
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positions.

The conjoint experiment thus provides a richer, multivariable-based framework for un-
derstanding voter preferences in light of candidate corruption. Prior work trying to ex-
plain when and why voters punish or support corrupt politicians fails to address fully
the complexity of this decision process. Studies solely relying on observational data are
subject to endogeneity since vote choice may influence one’s perception of corruption,
instead of the other way around, as a number of studies have mentioned (e.g. Ander-
son and Tverdova, 2003; Anduiza, Gallego, and Muñoz, 2013; Klašnja and Tucker, 2013).
Field experimental work informing voters of candidate corruption and looking at the ef-
fects on voting behavior (e.g. Banerjee, Kumar, et al., 2010; Banerjee, D. Green, et al., 2010;
Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012; Chong et al., 2015), including the work presented in
Chapter 2, is effective in addressing the causal effect of the information on voting be-
havior, but typically fails to rigorously test mechanisms that lead the voters to punish or
support corrupt politicians. Survey experiments attempting to address mechanisms are
often limited by the number of treatment conditions that can be implemented because
of statistical power constraints (e.g. Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2013; Botero et al., 2015;
Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2015; Botero et al., 2016).

Finally, the research informs questions of institutional design and normative issues. For
instance, if overt or less subtle forms of gender discrimination are taking place against
female politicians, should reforms such as quotas, debiasing interventions, or party re-
cruitment procedures be considered? Should court rulings about candidate corruption be
made more salient if voters are responsive to them in a survey experimental setting?

The results show that voters punished politicians based on the type of corruption and
based on court rulings on political corruption. Voters are most likely to punish private
enrichment corruption, rather than corruption that benefits their campaign, in contrast
with theories that suggest that voters equate corruption across candidates and tend to
privilege other dimensions. We also find that voters are responsive to candidate policy
positions, although the effects are not as strong as their responsiveness to party labels.
Finally, the candidate’s gender neither helped nor harmed his or her probability of re-
ceiving a vote. Other attributes such as proven leadership ability and closeness to the
people were borderline in terms of their chances of increasing the probability of the vote
for a candidate, but high intellect had a stronger effect. Taken together, party labels had
the strongest chance of increasing voters’ favorable view of the candidate, and corruption
allegations had the strongest impact on reducing the probability of a candidate receiving
a vote. The impact of court rulings on candidate corruption and policy positions were
roughly the same in magnitude, followed by candidate attributes. The results, at least
in the case of Brazil, offer some hope for the possibility of voters holding politicians ac-
countable for corruption and being more programmatic in their orientation.
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3.2 Candidate Corruption and the Voter’s
Multidimensional Decision

Corruption Type. Do different types of corruption by politicians lead voters to change their
chances of voting for a candidate? A number of scholars have posited important distinc-
tions between corruption, including “grand” versus “petty” corruption, and corruption
of high level political officials versus bureaucrats versus private individuals (Botero et
al., 2016). The focus of this research is predominantly on elected officials, unless, as was
stated in Chapter 1, an individual decides to run for office, and a corruption allegation
while the individual was a bureaucrat or private citizen factored into voting behavior.
Previous literature that has examined the impact of corruption type on voter attitudes has
shown that the impact of scandals unrelated to the candidate’s office and undermining
the individual’s moral standing had a larger impact on voters than corruption involving
abuses of power in office (Funk, 1996; Welch and Hibbing, 1997).

Two previous studies are particularly close to the corruption types in this study. Using
survey data in Nepal, Truex (2011) examines the reaction of individuals to petty corrup-
tion (favoritism and small gifts) versus large-scale bribery in Nepal and finds toleration
of petty corruption. Similarly, in a more recent survey experiment in Argentina, Botero
et al. (2016) randomized whether a candidate offered employment and construction ma-
terials; misused public funds and increased his personal wealth; or had not been accused
of any corruption. Their experimental design also allowed the authors to test the effect
of partisanship and socioeconomic status had an effect on candidate evaluations. The au-
thors found that voters punished corruption involving private enrichment more harshly.
Surprisingly, they also found that wealthier respondents did not find one type of cor-
ruption less acceptable than the other, whereas the poor differentiated between the two
corruption types, selecting the clientelist candidate over the one who engaged in large-
scale bribery (Botero et al., 2016, p. 19). Their results contrasted with Weschle (2016),
who found the opposite result in a survey experiment in India when manipulating how a
politician spends funds he receives from a company for a political favor. Like the Botero
et al. (2016) study, this study randomizes corruption types, ensuring that unobserved
factors correlated with the type of corruption are not confounding results. This study
also examines effects relative to other voter preferences, which give a greater sense of the
tradeoffs voters are making, and also likely results in magnitudes that map more closely
to actual voting behavior.

Court Decisions. One important contrast in the field experiment presented in Chapter 2
was the difference in court decisions that both candidates had experienced going into
the election. Kassab had a conviction that was later overturned, while Suplicy had a
conviction that was being appealed at the time of the election. A number of national
legislators in Brazil either have been convicted of corruption and other crimes, or have
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cases pending against them. Yet, to date, little work has examined the effect of court
decisions on corruption on voting behavior. A survey experiment conducted by Botero
et al. (2015) examined the effect of different sources of corruption information on voter
attitudes, and found that accounts published in newspapers were the most likely to result
in voter punishment, in contrast with information disseminated by courts and NGOs.

One could imagine citizens responding in a variety of ways to court decisions involving
corruption. If voters trust the judiciary and understand the nature of its rulings, then
court decisions on corruption, whether they are convictions or not, are likely to be seen
as credible information educating voters of corruption. If there is distrust in the judiciary,
then two outcomes are most likely: (1) all else equal, voters who perceive the court to be
committing more Type II errors (failing to convict the guilty) than Type I errors (convict-
ing the innocent) and will only be responsive to judicial decisions when a conviction is
handed down; or (2) ceteris paribus, the court decision will have no effect on the voters de-
cision. In addition, if the probability of voting for a candidate decreases based on a case
being filed by a prosecutor – even if the defendant is found to be not guilty – possible
conclusions to be drawn include a high respect for prosecutors, or a high disenchantment
with politicians and/or the judiciary.

Policy Positions. To what extent do voters factor in policy positions of candidates in their
voting decision? Understanding the extent to which individual policies factor into vote
choice allows us to examine the extent to which the preferences of individuals within
a given area align with their representative’s voting decisions and policies. Voters may
knowingly vote for a corrupt politician, because of their alignment with the candidate’s
policy preferences and expected delivery on policies that are of benefit to the voter (Pande,
2011; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2013). Winters and Weitz-Shapiro (2013) term this dy-
namic the “tradeoff hypothesis,” and evidence from the literature includes Rundquist,
Strom, and J. G. Peters (1977) (finding in lab experiments that voters are less likely to
punish candidates whose policies align with their own preferences), J. Peters and Welch
(1980) (finding variation in punishment of candidates for the U.S. House of Representa-
tives), and Banerjee, Kumar, et al. (2010) (finding that voters in northern India punished
based on the candidate’s ethnicity and performance).

Party. In new democracies, the role of parental socialization during recent democratic
transitions is oftentimes much less pronounced (Converse, 1969; Jennings and Niemi,
1981; Achen, 2002) than in settings with more entrenched political parties. Although the
socialization process might be different, there is evidence of stable partisan identifica-
tion and preferences in some newer democracies (see, e.g. Samuels (2006) for Brazil and
McCann and Lawson (2003) for Mexico).

At the same time, however a number of forces, work against this trend. Inter-generational
partisan attachments are often not present when a host of new parties have emerged after
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a recent democratic transition. Moreover, Mainwaring and Torcal (2006) rightly point out
that most democracies in developing countries also have high electoral volatility, weak
ideological and programmatic links with voters, and strong direct links between candi-
dates and voters. Thus, voters in settings with weak party institutionalization are likely to
respond to corruption allegations differently than those in advanced industrialized coun-
tries. All else equal, overall levels of partisanship will be lower, party ties are less likely to
induce loyalty in the face of corruption allegations, and candidate switching and spoiled
ballots cast either as “voice” or “exit” will be higher (Gingerich, 2009; Klašnja and Tucker,
2013; Winters and Weitz-Shapiro, 2015).

One other important mechanism at work that emerged from the field experiment in Chap-
ter 2, and also mentioned by Klašnja, Tucker, and Deegan-Krause (2016), is the salience
of corruption brought about by the presence of an anti-corruption party in the electoral
arena. Specifically, the authors point to how an anti-corruption party raises the salience of
corruption in society, leading large segments of society to engage in sociotropic corruption
voting, or “vote choice influenced by [the] perception of corruption in society” (Klašnja,
Tucker, and Deegan-Krause, 2016, p. 70). Although the PT arguably had a reputation
as an anti-corruption party in the years before the field experiment took place, by the
time this conjoint experiment was completed, that was completely gone in the wake of
the Mensalão, Petrobras, and Lava Jato scandals. In addition, legislators were seriously
considering launching impeachment proceedings against President Rousseff.

Gender. One possible reason why female politicians are underrepresented in positions of
political power could be that voters discriminate against them. The sources of this dis-
crimination can come from voters, who may believe women are ill-suited for politics, or
are inferior. They also could stem from more subtle biases involving gender discrimina-
tion that the voter is not yet aware of.5

Two recent conjoint experiments cut against the discrimination hypothesis. Similar work
by Broockman et al. (2014) suggested that female politicians not only did not encounter
overt discrimination from respondents, they even received a favorable rating from vot-
ers relative to similarly situated male politicians. Teele et al. (2015) find strong positive
increases in the probability that one would vote for a female candidate relative to a simi-
larly situated male. They argue that party gatekeepers are discriminating against women,
which ultimately limits the candidate pool.

Gender has become an important issue in Brazilian politics. On August 31, 2016, the
Senate impeached President Dilma Rousseff, Brazil’s first female president, by a vote of
61-20 for relying on pedaladas fiscais – using public bank funds to finance social programs
– a violation of budgetary laws. The motivations for the impeachment are complex, but

5For a more extensive review of the gender discrimination literature, see Teele et al. (2015).
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sexism was raised as a factor in her impeachment. Groups such as Mulheres Pela Democ-
racia (Women for Democracy) were created to support Rousseff. The press and feminist
groups mentioned that male politicians who had committed similar acts or even engaged
in corruption for personal enrichment were not prosecuted, and protesters in the streets
cited gender bias in the impeachment (Fávero, 2016; Globo, 2016), so it is credible that
discrimination could be alive and well.

Scholars have long noted the importance of attributes in the voting decision (Pitkin, 1967;
Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina, 1987, e.g.). Yet, to date, few have been able to isolate rigor-
ously the effect of attributes on voting behavior and also quantify their effects relative to
other factors in the voting decision. The challenge of investigating attributes is that they
are highly correlated with many other observed and unobserved factors. The random
assignment of attributes to candidates in the conjoint design results in a more rigorous
approach where the impact of the attribute is isolated. The selection process for attributes
is discussed in greater detail in the section that follows.

3.3 Experimental and Survey Design
The survey was part of Ipsos’s national omnibus survey in Brazil, which included a prob-
ability sample of 1,200 face-to-face interviews in 72 municipalities throughout the coun-
try. The sample is representative of urban areas in Brazil, and has a margin of error of
3 percentage points. The research team conducted training sessions with interviewers,
and piloted the survey prior to the launch of the omnibus survey in the field. Based on
the piloting of the survey, we have good reason to believe respondents understood the
exercise and took it seriously.

One advantage of the conjoint design is that it does not directly ask about candidate cor-
ruption, policy positions, and personal attributes. In addition, the respondents and re-
spondents are not told about gender, corruption, and policy positions of the candidates
out of concern for social desirability bias among respondents.

Figure 3.1 shows a sample conjoint table from the experiment. Names were chosen from
the most common first and last names in Brazil that clearly identified the gender of the
candidate. We selected “generic” last names that were not tied to dynastic political fami-
lies. We also chose not to explicitly have gender as an attribute, both to increase external
validity (by simulating a real ballot) and to reduce the chances of social desirability bias.

Table 3.1 shows the universe of attributes and levels used in the conjoint experiment. The
first attribute, corruption type offers the candidate not facing any corruption allegations.
This level was one of the few cases where the level had to be “linked” to a level for another
attribute; if the candidate did not have corruption allegations, he or she could not be
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Figure 3.1: Sample Conjoint Table Given to Respondents (in Portuguese)

Perfil	
Candidato 	 Luiz Santos Camila Barbosa

Cargo Ex-vereador 	 Ex-vereador 	

Partido 	

Acusações de 
corrupção 	 Não foi acusado de nada. 

Foi acusada por aceitar um 
suborno para um contrato 
de uma obra. 

Situação dos 
processos judiciais Não foi acusado de nada.

Foi condenada em primeira 
instância e está recorrendo 
da decisão.	

Maioridade Penal A favor da redução da 
maioridade penal. 

A favor da redução da 
maioridade penal.  

Posiçáo do candidato 
frente ao aborto 

Contra a legalização do 
aborto. 

A favor da legalização do 
aborto. 

Posiçáo a respeito do 
gasto publico (ajuste 
fiscal do governo) 

Melhorar a saúde, a  
educação e asistência social 
mesmo que deva aumentaro 
o gasto público.

Melhorar a saúde, a 
educação e asistência social 
mesmo que deva 
aumentaro o gasto público. 

Principal 
característica do 
candidato 

Com grande capacidade 
intelectual e profissional. 

Próximo do povo/conhece 
seus problemas. 
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subject to court proceedings.6 Both in the pilot and in field interviews with survey experts
and political consultants, we found that voters widely understood the wording of the
level for the kickback to be a form of corruption that resulted in private enrichment. We
chose the three selected policy issues based on their salience in newspapers, accessibility
to voters, and high ranking in opinion polls as important issues at the time.

Brazil’s party system is highly fragmented, and so party labels do not convey high in-
formational content in the way they do in countries with more highly institutionalized
party systems. In the 2016 elections, there were 35 registered parties, and 12 more par-
ties awaited registration from the TSE. This point is discussed in greater detail in the
next section, but because of the highly fragmented nature of the party system, we felt
justified in doing a full randomization of parties and policy positions. The four parties
chosen – DEM, PMDB, PSDB, and PT – are large parties that represent a broad ideolog-
ical spectrum. The personal attributes chosen were based on the existing literature (e.g
Funk, 1996; Broockman et al., 2014); surveys in Brazil focused on candidate attributes (e.g.
Corrales, Adrogué, and Armesto, 2011); and conversations with public opinion scholars
and political consultants. Gender emerged not only because of literature positing that
voters punished female politicians more harshly for corruption (e.g. Anduiza, Gallego,
and Muñoz, 2013; Esarey and Chirillo, 2013), but also because gender was an important
difference between the two candidates in the field and survey experiment discussed in
Chapter 2.

3.4 Estimation Strategy
Following the estimation approach described in Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto
(2014) and Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015), I estimate average marginal component ef-
fects (AMCEs). In this case, the AMCE represents the average difference in the probability
of being preferred for voting when comparing two different values of an attribute, and
allows for relative comparisons to be made across attributes. As an example, the AMCE
comparing a candidate accused of accepting an illegal campaign contribution versus an-
other accused of accepting a bribe for a government contract is an average effect that is
taken over all possible combinations of the other candidate attributes. Because attributes
are randomly assigned, the attributes of a candidate with the illegal campaign contribu-
tion will, on average, have the same distribution for all other attributes as the candidate
accused of taking a bribe.

Specifically, each respondent, indexed by i, where i ∈ {1, ..., N} is given k choice tasks,
where k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. For each task, the respondent, i, chooses the most preferred candi-

6Since Portuguese has gendered nouns and adjectives, we also had to link candidates with the proper
gendered wording, but we have no reason to believe this linking would have an effect on outcomes.
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Table 3.1: Candidate Attributes and Levels

Attributes Levels

Corruption Type [No corruption allegations]
Accused of accepting an illegal campaign contribution
Accused of accepting a kickback for a government work

contract
Court Proceedings [No court proceedings]

Found guilty by a trial court
Found not guilty by a trial court
Found guilty by a trial court and currently appealing the

decision
Found not guilty in the trial court, and the prosecution

is appealing the decision
Found not guilty in the trial court, and guilty on appeal
Found guilty in the trial court, and not guilty on appeal

Abortion [Against legalizing abortion]
In favor of legalizing abortion

Criminal Age of Majority [Against reducing the criminal age of majority]
In favor of reducing the criminal age of majority

Public Spending [Reduce public spending, even if it would reduce funding
for health, education and social assistance]

Improve health, education and social assistance even if
public spending increases

Party DEM
PMDB
PSDB
[PT]

Names (Gender) [Male] Names: Matheus Oliveira, Luiz Santos, João Silva,
Pedro Souza

Female Names: Julia Almeida, Camila Barbosa, Vitória Lima,
Luiza Rodrigues

Principal Characteristic [Experience in public administration]
High intellectual and professional capacity
Proven leadership ability
Close to the people/knows their problems

Note: Baseline levels are in brackets.
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date between j possibilities, where j ∈ {1, 2}. The model estimated to obtain the AMCEs
is an ordinary least squares (OLS) model of the following form:

Yijk = β0 + β1[ALLEGATION]ijk + β2[PROCEEDING]ijk + β3[ABORTION]ijk

+β4[JUVENILEAGE]ijk + β5[PUBLICSPENDING]ijk + β6[PARTY]ijk + β7[GENDER]ijk
+β8[PRINCIPALCHARACTERISTIC]ijk + uijk

Yi is the outcome of interest, the candidate chosen by the respondent. Table 3.1 details
the attributes and the respective baseline levels that are withheld in the specification and
used as a reference category. Cluster-robust standard errors are clustered for each re-
spondent, since the choices for each candidate pairing by an individual respondent are
not independent. The specification has 9,600 observations, since the 1,200 respondents in
the survey each completed 4 tasks involving a comparison of two candidates.7

Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto (2014) show that the estimator for the AMCEs is
non-parametrically identified, and does not impose any functional form assumptions on
the voter’s utility function. While it has been common in the market research literature to
estimate AMCEs with binary dependent variables using a conditional logit, Hainmueller,
Hopkins, and Yamamoto (2014) show that OLS provides unbiased estimates of the AM-
CEs.

One potential threat to the identification strategy is that respondents may not indepen-
dently support the policy, but only choose the policy because the individual supports
the party (Horiuchi, D. M. Smith, and Yamamoto, 2016b). If respondents are doing this
systematically, it would undermine the goal of isolating the effect of the voter’s policy
preference on their vote choice, since partisan attachment would be conflated with the
policy preference.

While the possibility exists that respondents had strong partisan attachments and did
not actually support the policies, a number of contextual factors mitigate this possibil-
ity. First, the programmatic content of party labels in Brazil is low relative to countries
with institutionalized party systems, and even relative to other countries in Latin Amer-
ica. In 2014, the Tribunal Superior Eleitoral (TSE, or Superior Electoral Tribunal) reported
that some 15.3 million of the country’s 142.8 million voters were affiliated with parties. A

7We had to link choices between corruption accusations and outcomes of judicial proceedings to avoid
a combination where a candidate without corruption allegations was found guilty of corruption. For these
linked outcomes, we followed Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto (2014) by using a generalized linear
model (GLM) that included an interaction term with allegation and proceeding clustered by respondent.
We then generated a weighted average treatment effect for every interaction of the treatment with other
factors.
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nationally representative survey conducted in March 2016 by Datafolha, one of Brazil’s
leading polling firms, showed that only some 30 percent of the country had a preferred
party (Datafolha, 2016). Scholars have documented forces that cut against the importance
of party labels in Brazil. Brazil has a newly formed party system; consequently, forces
like parental socialization that are formative in countries like the United States are not
nearly as important. Brazil also has one of the most highly fragmented party systems in
the world (e.g. Mainwaring, 1999; A. C. Figueiredo and Limongi, 2000; Kitschelt et al.,
2010); the large number of parties creates difficulties for the voter in discerning ideology
among them. Moreover, institutions such as proportional electoral rules and open-list
legislative elections increase difficulties for voters to understand party ideology and re-
sult in party coalitions that frequently change, undermining the brand that party labels
can convey (Samuels and Zucco, 2014). Nevertheless, there is one party – the PT – where
the label arguably is connected to policy positions. However, at the time that the conjoint
experiment was conducted, the party was in flux with corruption scandals and the Presi-
dent’s impeachment, resulting in ambiguity in the party’s policies. Although the PT had
a steady rise in individuals who identified with the party, reaching 25 percent by 2010, at
the time that the conjoint experiment was launched, only 12 percent of respondents stated
their preferred party was the PT (Datafolha, 2016). Thus, there is good reason to believe
the experiment captures policy preferences of the respondents independent of their party
preferences.

3.5 Results
Pooled results of the experiment are first presented. Results from a subgroup analysis
that shows how the AMCEs differ based on voters’ income follows the discussion of the
pooled results.

Overall Results

Figure 3.2 shows the results for all candidate attributes for all respondents. Dots indicate
the point estimates and lines show the 95 percent confidence intervals for the ACME for
each level within an attribute for the probability that the respondents will choose a partic-
ular candidate. The baseline levels (also referred to as reference categories) are indicated
with a dot without a line, and the variable name also appears in brackets. Following
Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto (2014) and Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015), we
include all of the pairwise interactions for linked attribute levels that impose restrictions
on the randomization. For these AMCEs, we take the weighted average over the relevant
attribute levels.

The results show that voters distinguish and vote based on the type of corruption alle-
gation. When the candidate is accused of accepting an illegal campaign contribution, the
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Figure 3.2: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice
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probability of winning a vote decreases by 11 percentage points (SE = 0.01) relative to a
candidate with no corruption allegations. When the candidate is accused of accepting a
kickback where there is private enrichment, the point estimate for the probability of re-
election decreases by 12.8 percentage points (SE = 0.01), suggesting that voters are more
repulsed by private enrichment forms of corruption. One the one hand, the large effect
that illegal campaign contributions would have in leading to the electoral punishment
of a candidate is somewhat surprising, since field interviews with political consultants,
polling experts, and political scientists in Brazil suggested that voters would be more
tolerant of caixa dois (under-the-table campaign contributions). On the other hand, the
salience of Rousseff’s impeachment, along with the corruption of other politicians in-
volved in the Lava Jato and Petrobras scandals that were prominent in the news, are likely
increase the probability of voters to punishing candidates for this type of corruption. Sub-
stantively, the results fall in line with the results of Botero et al. (2016, p.16), who also find
that private enrichment corruption is punished more harshly than clientelistic corrup-
tion.8 This work contrasts with that of scholars who claim that voters equate corruption
across candidates or show that corruption is not that salient for voters (Anderson and
Tverdova, 2003; Chang and Golden, 2004; Rennó, 2007; Almeida, 2008).

Court decisions on corruption cases also have an important effect on corruption. If a can-
didate has only received a not guilty verdict, whether or not that verdict is being appealed
by the prosecutor, the case has no effect statistically distinguishable from zero. This pat-
tern suggests two important features in the responsiveness of voters to court decisions.
First, even if a court found a candidate not guilty, one could imagine that voters might
punish a candidate who was investigated by a prosecutor and who decided to pursue
a trial. Second, voters may also distrust the courts, and think judges, in large part, are
inclined to let politicians off. Neither of these appears to be the case in Brazil, which is
somewhat surprising given the overall distrust in the state during the political situation
when this survey was completed. In all of the instances where a defendant had been
judged not guilty (and had no other guilty verdict), the effect was not statistically dis-
tinguishable from zero. This lack of effect is also the case when the candidate is found
not guilty, but the prosecution is appealing the decision (Estimate = -0.005, SE = 0.02).
However, once there is a guilty verdict, whether or not it is being appealed or has been
overturned, a candidate’s chances of reelection decrease between 6.2 and 7.8 percentage
points (SE all equal 0.02). The results suggest that voters do not distinguish between
levels and sequencing of courts.

8Botero et al. (2016, p. 12) have a treatment condition where a clientelistic candidate “offer[ed] em-
ployment in public institutions and construction materials under the condition that [voters] would vote for
him and participate in political events” and another candidate engaging in corruption for the purposes of
private enrichment that misused public funds and could not justify a 450 percent increase in his wealth
while he was in office. They found that private enrichment corruption reduced the candidate’s support by
10 percentage points relative to the clientelistic candidate (Botero et al., 2016, p. 16).
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The policy positions taken by candidates all had an impact on the voter’s decision. The
baseline category for the three issues – abortion, age of majority for criminal responsibil-
ity, and fiscal spending – all involve the status quo at the time the survey was conducted.
One pattern that is striking is that the magnitude of the AMCEs for the policy issues is
roughly half of the magnitude of the impact of corruption allegations, but the magnitudes
are in line with the impact of court decisions on corruption. A position favoring legaliza-
tion of abortion, for example, reduces the probability of a vote by 7 percentage points (SE
= 0.01), while support for reducing the criminal age of jurisdiction increases the probabil-
ity of a vote by 5.7 percentage points (SE = 0.01). Support for expanding public spending
increases one’s vote probability by 6.3 percentage points (SE = 0.01). Although policy po-
sitions are often closely related to party, for reasons stated earlier we believe the context
where this conjoint experiment was conducted gives good reason to believe that party
preferences are independent of policy positions.

Political party had the greatest impact of any attribute on the respondent’s vote choice.
Point estimates for the three major parties – PSDB, PMDB, and DEM – relative to the PT
were 15.0, 15.5, and 17.1 percentage points (SEs = 0.02 for all three estimates). The differ-
ence relative to the PT is not surprising given the turmoil the party faced with corruption
scandals and at the time the survey was conducted, a president facing impeachment.
The strong results for the Democratic Party align with recent electoral trends favoring
the right; in 2014, Brazilian voters elected the most conservative Congress in the last 50
years. However, in the October 2016 municipal elections, only 44.3 percent of mayors
from the Democratic Party were reelected, relative to 53.1 and 47.3 percent for the PSDB
and PMDB, respectively. The 2016 elections had high rate of spoiled ballots and absen-
teeism (32.5 percent, up from 26.5 percent in 2012), so the possibility exists that a forced
choice question may not account for possibilities of abstention and casting a spoiled bal-
lot.9

Turning to attributes, I find no support for the hypothesis that the candidate’s gender
leads to harsher or weaker punishment by voters, relative to similarly situated male can-
didates. The point estimate is 0.001 and the standard error is 0.01, so the results are small
and not statistically significant (p = 0.91). The results contrast with the work of Teele et
al. (2015), who find in conjoint experiments in the United States and a number of other
countries that voters respond favorably to female candidates. The results are in line with
a number of studies showing that overt discrimination against female candidates is un-
common (e.g. Lawless and Pearson, 2008; Broockman et al., 2014; Horiuchi, D. M. Smith,
and Yamamoto, 2016a). The conjoint experiment also included candidate attributes such
as government experience, intellect, leadership ability, and being “close to the people.”
Having high intellect increased the probability of a vote by 3.7 percentage points (SE =

9Subsequent iterations of this work will incorporate that analysis, since we did offer absenteeism as a
possible outcome that respondents could choose.
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0.01). The remaining two attributes, closeness to the people and proven leadership ability,
have similar effect sizes (2.7 and 2.3 percentage points, respectively). Though the stan-
dard errors are similar in size (SEs = .01) for the two attributes, the smaller magnitude
of the coefficients lead them to be borderline in terms of conventional levels of statisti-
cal significance (p = 0.07 for closeness to the people, and p = 0.11 for proven leadership
ability).

Results by Respondent Income

Moving to subgroup analysis, Figure 3.3 shows heterogeneity in preferences based on
the respondent’s level of income. Though Brazil has made significant strides to reduce
income inequality in recent years, income inequality remains very high. The gap between
the lowest and highest decile of income earners is five times as wide as in advanced
economies (Samans et al., 2015). Consequently, the preferences for these two groups is
likely to be distinct.

As was discussed earlier, one highly debated question in the literature relates to whether
poor voters distinguish and punish based on corruption type. The results show not only
that the poor distinguish based on corruption type, but they are more likely to punish the
candidate with corruption allegations. The poor are almost 1.5 times more likely to pun-
ish a candidate accused of an accepting illegal campaign contribution. The probability of
punishment moves from 9.0 percent for the middle and high income respondents to 13.2
percent for the low income respondents (SEs are 0.02 for both subgroups). When a candi-
date engages in private enrichment, the poor are almost 1.7 times more likely to punish
the candidate. The probability of punishment for the middle and high income respon-
dents of 9.6 percent (SE = 0.02) jumps to 16.2 percent (SE = 0.02) for the poor respondents.

Surprisingly, the poor are also more likely to punish the candidate based on court deci-
sions. For middle and high income respondents, the probability of punishment was sta-
tistically distinguishable from 0 only in two situations when there was an appeal. When
the candidate received a guilty verdict that was overturned on appeal, middle and high
income respondents were 5 percent less likely to vote for the candidate (SE = 0.03). When
the candidate had been found guilty by a trial and appellate court and not guilty on
appeal, the probability of a candidate’s receiving a vote from the same respondents de-
creased by 4.1 percentage points (SE = 0.03). Curiously, when the candidate had a guilty
verdict and was in the process of appealing, the probability of the candidate receiving the
vote of this subgroup decreased by 3.1 percentage points; this result, however was close
to the border of achieving statistical significance at conventional levels, but did not do so
(p = 0.12). Poor respondents, by contrast, were responsive to all court decisions with a
guilty verdict. The probability did not vary much according to the verdict; it ranged from
-9.8 to -10.8 percent (all SEs = 0.03). The results suggest greater trust in the courts and
prosecutors, a higher cynicism toward politicians found guilty at any stage of the court
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Figure 3.3: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice by Income
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process, or some combination of those two possibilities.

The point estimates and confidence intervals were similar across policy positions and
parties for both groups. The two exceptions were lowering the age of criminal respon-
sibility and the PSDB party label. A candidate favoring a reduction of the age increased
the probability of a vote by 2.8 percentage points (SE = 0.02) for middle and high in-
come respondents versus 8.6 percentage points (SE = 0.02) for the poor. The PSDB is a
party known to be preferred by middle and high income voters. The PSDB party label
increased the probability of a favorable vote from middle and high income respondents
by 19.4 percentage points (SE = 0.03), more than twice that of poor respondents, whose
probability of voting for a PSDB candidate increased by 9.3 percentage points (SE = 0.03).
These results are relatively unsurprising, since the PSDB is known to have a stronger base
among middle and high income voters (Samuels and Zucco, 2014).

Finally, with the exception of gender, income divided respondents in terms of their re-
sponsiveness to candidate attributes. The poor responded favorably to all three personal
attributes of the candidates – high intellect, proven leadership, and closeness to the peo-
ple. The probabilities of increasing their vote across the three attributes were similar; they
ranged from 4.2 to 4.7 percentage points, and the SEs were all 0.02. This trend contrasted
with wealthier respondents, who were not responsive to leadership or closeness of the
candidate to the people (point estimates were 1.1 and 0.6 percentage points, but with SEs
of 0.02, they were statistically indistinguishable from 0). The point estimate for intellect
– the one attribute that had an effect in the pooled results – was higher at 3.1 percentage
points, but with a p-value of 0.14, it did not achieve statistical significance at conventional
levels.

3.6 Conclusion
Taken together, the results shed light on the mechanisms that lead voters to reward or
punish corrupt politicians. All else equal, corruption accusations and court decisions on
corruption diminish the probability of a candidate winning an election, but the effect of
party labels outweighs the impact of the corruption allegation, irrespective of whether
the allegation involved private enrichment or illegal campaign contributions. The ef-
fect of candidate party labels in combination with policy positions of the candidate and
attributes also lead voters to reelect corrupt candidates. However, the effects of candi-
date policy positions and attributes are not enough for those factors alone to undermine
the effects of corruption allegations and an adverse court proceeding involving corrup-
tion. Brazilian voters weigh policy positions of the candidate more heavily than their
attributes, and I find no evidence that women are punished more harshly when they are
accused or have proceedings involving corruption.
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A number of divergent trends emerge when comparing low income voters to middle and
high income voters. Corruption allegations, irrespective of the type of corruption, have a
similar effect in reducing the probability of a vote for a candidate, but middle and high
income voters are much less responsive to court rulings on candidate corruption. The
responsiveness of low income voters to court rulings, suggest they are likely to be more
trustworthy of courts in this instance. The contrasting results could have implications for
the trust that middle and high income voters place in the judiciary in these cases. The
two groups are similar in how tradeoffs are weighed with the policy positions of candi-
dates, and party labels exert a stronger influence on middle and higher income voters.
These trends not only stand in contrast to work that claims that the poor are not sensitive
to corruption information (e.g Almeida, 2008) and beliefs that they do not differentiate
information from complex institutions such as courts. The stronger effects of party labels
on middle and high income voters also shows how corruption scandals undermined the
PT’s stronger links with the poor. Finally, a contrast between the two income groups is
seen – perhaps not surprisingly – in the higher responsiveness to attributes by low income
voters.

The results have a number of implications for limiting corruption in the electoral arena.
First, interventions targeting middle and high income voters that increase the legitimacy
of courts in terms of their decision making in corruption cases would increase the salience
and efficacy of corruption information in elections. Second, the high impact of party la-
bels suggest the importance of placing less emphasis on candidate parties in dissemi-
nating corruption information. Finally, interventions targeting the poor should take into
account the potential impact of candidate attributes that resonate with that population.
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Appendix A

Legal and Ethical Issues for the São
Paulo Field Experiment

We faced some legal and ethical issues in carrying out this project, and responded by
putting a number of safeguards in place. The concerns involved legal and ethical issues
not only in Brazil, but also in the United States.

We received funding from the University of California, Berkeley, and Yale University to
carry out the project. Both are non-profit (501(c)(3)) institutions that are prohibited from
engaging in political advocacy. We inquired with Yale Law Schools Non-Profit Organiza-
tions Clinic to make sure that we complied with this restriction, and drew on the experi-
ence of previous electoral field experiments done in the United States as a precedent for
complying with this prohibition. This prohibition partly factored into our choice of São
Paulo as the site where we conducted the field experiment. We not only performed the
intervention in a place where both candidates had corruption convictions, but we chose
the run-off election so as not to have effects on the vote shares of other candidates that
could affect the outcome of the election. We also obtained approval from human subjects
committees at Berkeley and Yale, and spoke with university officials, political scientists,
and political consultants in Brazil about the project.

Polls immediately prior to the election from leading polling organizations such as Datafolha
and Ibope showed that Kassab had roughly a twenty percentage point lead over Suplicy.
Our treatment of 200 precincts reached an estimated six to seven percent of the electorate
of Sã Paulo. Even if every voter responded to the treatment, we believe the likelihood of
the field experiment affecting the overall outcome was extremely unlikely. Though to our
knowledge there were no prior electoral field experiments of this sort conducted in Latin
America, we examined the findings of electoral field experiments conducted in other re-
gions. The largest treatment effect for this sort of project that we found was slightly below
nine percentage points (Gerber, D. P. Green, and Larimer, 2008; D. P. Green and Gerber,
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2008). In addition, we delivered the fliers immediately prior to the election (from Octo-
ber 22 until October 25, 2008) to minimize the likelihood of the information spreading to
other areas, and also to decrease the chances of the parties reacting strategically to the
experiment.

While in São Paulo, we sought counsel from an election lawyer to make sure we were in
compliance with Brazilian electoral laws. The lawyer assured us that so long as we were
not affiliated with any candidate or party, we would be in compliance with the Brazilian
Electoral Code. We also sought the opinion of a former electoral judge, who believed that
the study was in compliance with local laws. Finally, we informed an electoral judge of
the research design and also gave him the fliers prior to the launch of the field experiment.
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Appendix B

Placebo Flier for the São Paulo Survey
Experiment

Informaton about the 
Candidates

Marta Suplicy was born in 
1945 in Sao Paulo, SP

Marta is a psychologist.

Marta has three children.

Marta studied at the 
Catholic University of Sao 

Paulo.

Kassab studied at the 
University of Sao Paulo. 

Kassab is a civil engineer 
and economist.

Gilberto Kassab was born 
in 1960 in Sao Paulo, SP.
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